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Glasgow Jesuit:
Body Massage, Anyone?

Patricia Phillips
On June 6, 2013, Pope Francis lamented the
existence of what he called “the gay lobby” in the
Vatican.   Pope Francis’ statement, especially
following other revelations on the same subject
around the time of Pope Benedict’s departure, drew
much needed attention. But the Holy Father need
look no further than his own order of priests, the
Society of Jesus, for direct confirmation of what he
called the “stream of corruption.”1

In 2003, The Catholic Herald newspaper exposed a
Jesuit-run website which contained things contrary
to Church teaching on homosexuality, including links
to “gay” pornographic websites.   This scandalous
website was suppressed by the Jesuit provincial, Fr
David Smolira, but before it was suppressed, copies
of the relevant web pages, were sent to then Cardinal
Ratzinger at the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith.
The site was run by Fr David Birchall SJ, parish priest
at St Wilfrid’s Church, Preston, in Lancashire
(Diocese of Lancaster).  His personal web page gave
more details about him including the worrying fact
that he was Vocations Director for the Jesuits in
Britain for four years, and his unbelievably
inappropriate offer for anyone to contact him “for a
talk, meet, massage, drink, chat . . .”
In another section titled “Sexuality and Christianity”,
headed by pictures of two young boys kissing and
two girls cuddling, visitors were invited to click on
buttons to get “thoughts” on various topics, covering
Love and Self Acceptance, Same-sex relationships
and Bible and Church Teaching.  At the end of these
“thoughts” was a little speech entitled “Don’t Be
Isolated”.  A link on the right hand side of this asked:
“Who am I? - See”. This link invited one to see who
has given all these “thoughts”. When one clicked
on the “See” button, it returns to Fr David
Birchall’s home page. A list of Fr Birchall’s
“thoughts” from this section were submitted to the
CDF.  They were not remotely in line with Catholic
teaching on homosexuality.
The site also contained a list of links to other
organisations for “Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual

Christians”.  Some of these organisations are good
Catholic organisations which help homosexual
people to live chaste lives (such as EnCourage)
some claim to be Catholic, but openly dissent from
Catholic teaching on homosexuality (such as Quest)
and some are not Catholic at all and totally reject
Catholic teaching on homosexuality - even to
advocating “gay” marriage (such as Metropolitan
Community Churches).  This is very confusing and
dangerous for homosexual people genuinely seeking
help and advice about their situation.
Another part of this site advertised a weekend retreat
for “Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Christians”, led by Fr
Rob Marsh SJ, Helen O’Donnell and Fr David
Birchall SJ, at the Jesuit-run Loyola Hall Spirituality
Centre in Liverpool, England (Archdiocese of
Liverpool).  At the top of this page were two links to
“gay” sites, which included direct access to “gay”
pornography, called “gay-to-z.com events guide” and
“pink links”.   Even though some of these documents
contained very offensive images, it was thought vital
that the CDF see what kind of material Fr Birchall
was encouraging people to visit.
Although the Jesuit provincial, Fr David Smolira, did
suppress parts of this disgraceful website – if only
because it was exposed by The Catholic Herald – it
was pointed out that there are still many other
concerns about this whole issue, not least that there
is a possibility that some of this material may
eventually be put back on the internet in the future.
There is also the issue of Fr David Birchall SJ
himself. The Cardinal was asked if it is right for
someone to be working as a parish priest who:
·clearly holds unorthodox views on homosexuality;
·offers a “massage” to any stranger who cares to
contact him via the internet;
·encourages homosexual people to visit internet
sites which contain “gay” pornography
It was also queried whether it was right for the
Jesuit-run Loyola Hall to be hosting Fr Birchall’s
weekend for “Lesbian & Gay Christians”.
Unfortunately, despite the file of documentary
evidence sent to the Vatican, Fr Birchall is still in a

position of immense influence, holding the post of
Director of the well known Ignatian Spirituality Centre
in Glasgow. He is still immersed in the “gay” retreat
scene, as revealed in the January 2015 Newsletter
for the LGBT Pastoral Council in the Archdiocese of
Westminster where the Wounded Healers Retreat
in Calpe, Costa Blanca is advertised: Full details of
the retreat are on the net at http://calpe.co.nf The
retreat is open to men of whatever Christian
denomination or on the borders, and whatever
sexual orientation. A leaflet can be downloaded from
the website. Further details: David Birchall SJ,
Ignatian Spirituality Centre, Scott Street, Glasgow,
G3 6PE - Tel: 0141 332 3659 Mob: 0793 0866679"
Calpe is a place in Spain where Fr Birchall has done
these 'retreats' in the past, usually for ‘gay men’, and
they have offered things like ‘massage’.  Is this really
the sort of thing with which the Director of the
Ignatian Spirituality Centre in Glasgow should be
involved?
The original Catholic Herald article and the website
to which it refers are no longer available online, but
may be cached online somewhere.

Footnote:
1See Pope Francis’s “Stream of Corruption” Runs through
USF : Jesuit Homoactivists Lead Retreat in Spain A
Shepherd’s Voice (Blog), Tuesday, June 18, 2013
http://johnmalloysdb.blogspot.co.uk/2013/06/pope-
franciss-stream-of-corruption-runs.html

I know I said if someone is gay
and he searches for the Lord, who
am I to judge, but who’s going
to find the lord through a
retreat organised by a Jesuit in
Glasgow? Gimme a break!

http://johnmalloysdb.blogspot.co.uk/2013/06/pope-franciss-stream-of-corruption-runs.html
http://johnmalloysdb.blogspot.co.uk/2013/06/pope-franciss-stream-of-corruption-runs.html
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Je ne suis certainement pas Charlie Hebdo
(I’m certainly not Charlie Hebdo)

Editor

Comment
The slogan: “Je suis Charlie” (“I am
Charlie”)  which symbolises the belief in
freedom of speech attributed to the
magazine Charlie Hebdo,was popularly

A French reader emailed us the message
below,  following the Charlie Hebdo
killings:
I am certainly NOT Charlie. This is the
worst weekly newspaper of France... they
are not for freedom for all!    I apologize
for daring to send you [this] obscene
evidence… Lionel Ducros,  Paris

displayed right across France following the
murders of the staff of the Charlie Hebdo
magazine. It was taken up all over the
place, including by the great and the not so
good here in the UK.  Freedom of speech
and the rights of conscience is very
selectively permitted here, so it was pretty
hard to swallow this show of support for
free speech in France, knowing that it ain’t
necessarily so in this part of the world. For
example, who, among us, would dream of
publishing cartoons mocking “gays”? When
I went Googling to find some, the only
“gay”-related cartoons I could find  were
cartoons mocking those of us who are
opposed to homosexual activity.
And the only Charlie Hebdo cartoons that
I could find which featured “gays” are those
manifestly designed for  the purpose of
discrediting  the Catholic Church. (See
seedy cartoon in column 3, with apologies
-  we don’t usually DO “seedy”.)
So, don’t gimme “Charlie Hebdo represents
freedom of speech, a major French
democratic value.” Just don’t gimme that.
Not when we have the reports and video
evidence of the vicious treatment of over a
million French citizens who marched in
defence of traditional marriage Versus
same-sex “marriage” in very recent times.

Here’s an extract from a Lifesitenews report
dated March 25, 2013.
“According to organizers, nearly one and a
half million people joined the third
demonstration in five months against the
legalization of same-sex “marriage” by the
French government in Paris, on Sunday.
[In the meantime] large numbers of
demonstrators who were unable to join the
main venue – which had filled up by 3 p.m.
– or who headed straight to the largest and
most prestigious Parisian thoroughfare, the
Champs-Elysées - were sprayed with tear-
gas and beaten as they neared the
presidential palace. Victims included
children as young as 6 years old, elderly
gentlemen, women of all ages, middle-aged
priests and monks, and even a baby aged
10 months.

LifeSiteNews reporter Jeanne Smits
directly witnessed the events that took
place during this extraordinary event. She
confirms the enormous numbers claimed
by organizers and reports on many aspects
either ignored or distorted by French and
other media. This LifeSiteNews exclusive
reports on what really happened during the
demonstrations, including the totally
uncalled for police tear gassing of some of
her peaceful and prayerful friends and
relatives. 1.4 million French march against gay
‘marriage’; police tear gas crowd, children
Lifesitenews, 25/3/13. To read the entire report,
and view video evidence, visit the Lifesitenews website
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/1.4-million-march-
against-gay-marriage-in-france-police-tear-gas-crowd-
chil

So, don’t let’s fall for the propaganda that
somehow Charlie Hebdo represents the
best of so called democratic principles, free
speech etc. Just ask yourself, how many of
the politicians and legal professionals who
have been expressing admiration for
“Charlie” and freedom of speech, refused
to permit the two Glasgow midwives their
right of conscience not to assist in any way
in the murder of unborn babies through the
abortion process. Jim Murphy MP, the new
leader of the Labour Party in Scotland, a
Catholic, openly supports abortion and has
refused  to comment on the Supreme Court

Continued on p.3

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/1.4-million-march-against-gay-marriage-in-france-police-tear-gas-crowd-chil
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/1.4-million-march-against-gay-marriage-in-france-police-tear-gas-crowd-chil
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/1.4-million-march-against-gay-marriage-in-france-police-tear-gas-crowd-chil
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ruling denying their right of conscience to
the two nurses. (Jim Murphy is a man on a
mission; interview with the Editor of the
Scottish Catholic Observer, 9/1/15. For more
on Jim Murphy MP see page 5).  Yet you can
bet your last euro that he will talk you into
next week about our wonderful free press
which guarantees our free speech, blah,
blah. Don’t insult our intelligence. Keep your
nonsense for the useful idiots who think you
know what you’re talking about.
Far from hailing the Charlie Hebdo staff as
some kind of martyrs for free speech, we
should take an objective look at the facts.
“They, the editors and cartoonists of Charlie
Hebdo” (writes one voice in the wilderness),
“knew precisely their explosive potential.
Accordingly, they should have all been
arrested for public endangerment, which,
ironically, would have saved their lives as
well as others. Furthermore, why doesn’t
the blasphemous press ever deride itself for
a change? Why? Because freedom of the
press is sacred—a god that can’t be
ridiculed!  Nonsense. So how about this for
a cartoon: the editor of Charlie Hebdo
pictured standing over a series of dead
bodies with spear-like poison pens sticking
out of their hearts, saying, “What fine work
we do here for the public welfare.”
Rev. Richard A. Munkelt: Reflections on the
Perpetual French Revolution, The Remnant
Newspaper (online) 10/1/15.

Exactement!

Je ne suis certainement pas Charlie Hebdo - Continued from p.2

Paris, 12th January 2015
This morning millions of French stood with
head-turning: "What did I do yesterday?"
Because today the French are, in all media,
identified as defenders of Charlie Hebdo
magazine. "I'm Charlie! "... An incredible
misuse of the original intention of the
protesters who want to show in public
disapproval of the massacres committed
by Islamic jihadists by attacking French
cartoonists. They are today as Charlots
worshipping Charlie.
Fleur Pelerin, Valls Government Secretary
of State (real instigator of this diversion?)
announced, according  to Agrif, that it will
"unlock millions of Euro" of taxpayers'
money to the perverse and porn magazine
Charlie Hebdo. The mass of suckers want
it, do they not? She announced: it would
take much longer teaching   "republican
values" at school in the early classes. We
understand that they want to teach our
children Charlie Hebdo’s nauseating
subjects erected in Republican values:
obscenity, filth, child pornography,
scatology...
We do not make the litany, but do
remember that two cartoons: Pope
Benedict XVI impaled to denigrate him as
a homosexual… These mentally ill
“cartoonists" are said to be heroes.
No! that is too much, two French bishops
have agreed to join, on behalf of the
Conference of  the Bishops of France, the
procession "I am Charlie", including Bishop
Lalanne of Pontoise. It is abominable. This
reminds us of, sadly, Peter’s denial before
Jesus during his trial.
Of course, we must be against the killings.
But is it necessary for it to become
"Charlie"?
Simple calculation: the media tell us that
"3.7 million French" have demonstrated
yesterday in Paris and in the provinces.
This is 6% of the French population. What
of the other 94%? Of course, there were
the Sunday workers and those who live in
the open country and the sick etc., but the
great mass of French abstained; in other
words, they snubbed the event. Therefore,
regarding the protesters’ profile, were they
not a rather thin fringe of French still
adhering to the politically correct, François
Hollande and his accomplices?
The government, taking advantage of the
opportunity to advance his plan to force
general abasement of the population by the
preference of perversity, has finally
revealed nothing but his weakness: 6
percent of people walking on a massive
government appeal based on an
apparently sensible pattern ("we must

resist the murderers"). It is a failure.
Politically this is a very bad sign for them.
The most lamentable thing, though, was to
see so many millions of French [idiots]
becoming the object of a mass
manipulation by the government. It is
simply astounding. Without realizing it, they
agreed to play the role of defenders of the
most cynical and abject "journalists" in
France, proudly brandishing the slogan "I
am Charlie".
A final word to the women who have seen
fit to take part in these parades diverted to
perversion. Need I remind you the 600
innocent babies murdered every day in the
belly of precisely those who were erected
in a public place yesterday against the
massacre of 17 adults sinners. We put
sand in their eyes, and they agreed to
commiserate, while in their handbags they
carry "the pill" to kill their next baby. There
is nothing more innocent than babies; this
is why we kill them en masse. Since the
massacres committed by Herod in
Bethlehem, nothing has changed for those
who want to look things in the face.
But no one will change the truth: KILL YOU
DO NOT, especially not the most innocent,
"the least of my brothers and sisters", as
Jesus our Saviour says for ever.
In short, we may be horrified at the stupidity
of suckers of all stripes. Their Phrygian
bonnets have become their burqas, they
see nothing. They accept the robots of a
totalitarian system. These are the children
of the Republic which has never received
and even less loved Jesus Christ our
Saviour.
The politicos and other defenders of the
Republic, they are like the High Priests in
Jerusalem in the time of Jesus' Passion:
they would re-crucify Jesus today. They did
it yesterday by identifying themselves to
Charlie Hebdo and they kill [also] by the
language. Lord, let Your Kingdom come!
Free us from evil! (Lord’s Prayer).

Charlie Hebdo…
“Perverse & Porn”

Winfried Würmeling

The above extract was originally published in
"RU", the press service of UNEC network,
BP 70114, F 95210 St-Gratien.
With thanks to Lionel Dracos who translated
the article for us, from the original.

Bloodbath in Paris
and the Needless Suffering

of Our Time
January 8, 2015

A spray of bullets, the cry of “Allahu Akbar!”, and a
scene of horror, with dead bodies giving their mute
and gruesome testimony to the barbarism that is
engulfing what were once the nations of
Christendom – this was the scene in Paris on
January 7 at the offices of Charlie Hebdo, a satirical
publication that dared to mock Islam.

Father Gruner
News Release

Continued on p.4, Column 2

Reflect: would those who
defend the “Charlie” journalists
and cartoonists for their fearless
mockery of religion to date,
continue to praise them if they
mocked a person or event dear
to Jews, such as, e.g. the
Holocaust? Or would they be
denounced as “anti-Semitic”?
Just a thought…
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Abolition [Aufhebung] of the family! Even
the most radical flare up at this infamous
proposal of the Communists.

On what foundation is the present family, the
bourgeois family, based? On capital, on private gain.
In its completely developed form, this family exists
only among the bourgeoisie. But this state of things
finds its complement in the practical absence of the
family among the proletarians, and in public
prostitution.
The bourgeois family will vanish as a matter of
course when its complement vanishes, and both will
vanish with the vanishing of capital.
Do you charge us with wanting to stop the
exploitation of children by their parents? To this
crime we plead guilty.
But, you say, we destroy the most hallowed of
relations, when we replace home education by
social.
And your education! Is not that also social, and
determined by the social conditions under which you
educate, by the intervention direct or indirect, of
society, by means of schools, &c.? The Communists
have not invented the intervention of society in
education; they do but seek to alter the character of
that intervention, and to rescue education from the
influence of the ruling class.
The bourgeois clap-trap about the family and
education, about the hallowed co-relation of parents
and child, becomes all the more disgusting, the
more, by the action of Modern Industry, all the family
ties among the proletarians are torn asunder, and
their children transformed into simple articles of
commerce and instruments of labour.
But you Communists would introduce community of
women, screams the bourgeoisie in chorus.
The bourgeois sees his wife a mere instrument of
production. He hears that the instruments of
production are to be exploited in common, and,
naturally, can come to no other conclusion that the
lot of being common to all will likewise fall to the
women.
He has not even a suspicion that the real point aimed
at is to do away with the status of women as mere
instruments of production.
For the rest, nothing is more ridiculous than the
virtuous indignation of our bourgeois at the

community of women which, they pretend, is to be
openly and officially established by the
Communists. The Communists have no need to
introduce community of women; it has existed
almost from time immemorial.
Our bourgeois, not content with having wives and
daughters of their proletarians at their disposal, not
to speak of common prostitutes, take the greatest
pleasure in seducing each other’s wives.
Bourgeois marriage is, in reality, a system of wives
in common and thus, at the most, what the
Communists might possibly be reproached with is
that they desire to introduce, in substitution for a
hypocritically concealed, an openly legalised
community of women. For the rest, it is self-evident
that the abolition of the present system of
production must bring with it the abolition of the
community of women springing from that system,
i.e., of prostitution both public and private.
http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1848/
communist-manifesto/ch02.htm

The usual and quite useless responses were
forthcoming. The French Bishops Conference spoke
of maintaining the “fragile fellowship” of a diverse
society. Pope Francis observed that man can be
cruel (no mention of Islam) and asked for prayers for
the victims. And there were those who lamented the
failure to respect the rights of free speech.  There
were even some who tentatively suggested that the
dead were to be faulted for disrespecting a particular
religious sentiment, while formally condemning the
violence as nevertheless inappropriate or unjustified
(but understandable). And, of course, there were
cheers among the jihadists for another slaughter of
the infidels.
The Fatima Center tells the plain truth that the world
is unwilling to hear:  We are engaged in a war, a final
battle, between good and evil, with Our Lady
opposed by Satan. If we wish to fight on the side of

Father Gruner
News Release

continued from p.3

the good, we must do so under the banner of Our
Lady of Fatima. We cannot defeat an implacable
enemy by an appeal to tolerance or free speech or
the desirability of diversity.
There is in liberalism, which has come to dominate
the West, a refusal to recognize that certain things
are irreconcilable. There are situations in which one
has no choice but to fight or be vanquished. This
desire to negotiate, to dialogue endlessly in the hope
of reaching a mutually acceptable compromise is
rooted in the illusion that: there are no absolute
truths. It is difficult for liberals to understand those
who refuse to dialogue and would sooner kill you
than negotiate a middle position.
Our Lady of Fatima came to tell us that we must
choose: obey Heaven or reap the consequences.
We have so far refused to obey, as the consecration
of Russia to the Immaculate Heart of Mary has yet
to be performed. When it is performed by the Pope
and the bishops, as Our Lady specified, we will have
world peace. Scenes of carnage such as we just
witnessed in Paris will be no more.  Until then, we
can only expect more horrors and suffering. The only
practical course to follow at this point in time is to
pray for the consecration and to work for it in every
way we can. Our Lady of Fatima is our only hope.
(Fatima Center Press Release, 8/1/15)

See also: Charlie Hebdo: For whom does the
bell toll?  p.6, foot of page.

The Communist Manifesto
Some Catholics ask how it can be that Russia
is “spreading her errors” when the mainstream
news reports appear to show a reformed
Russia. However, having been the first nation
to embrace Communism, Russia will not be
completely free of its influence, nor will
reparation have been made for the State
rejection of God, one of the errors spread
across the entire world now, until the Pope
obeys Our Lady and consecrates Russia to her
Immaculate Heart.
In addition to the spread of atheism, we know
that there is a diabolical effort in our times to
destroy the traditional family through State
interference, yet how few realise that changing
society’s attitude to the family is a  key
Communist objective?

Scotland’s ‘Named Person’ for every child
under 18, where a State appointed “guardian”
has authority to sideline parents (e.g. in such
matters as sex education), is one example of
the Communist tactic of usurping parental
authority. The re-definition of marriage by the
State to allow same-sex partnerships equal
status with natural marriage under the law, is
another example of the undermining of
traditional mores on marriage and family life
which has its roots in Communism.
Below is an extract on the family from Chapter
2 of the Communist Manifesto, which should
move us to pray and work zealously for the
Consecration of Russia as requested by Our
Lady during the Fatima apparitions - Ed.

Text of Second Part
of Fatima Message

On the Consecration of Russia

To save them [poor sinners who are on the road
to hell], God wishes to establish in the world
devotion to My Immaculate Heart. If what I say to

you is done, many souls will
be saved and there will be
peace. The war is going to
end; but if people do not
cease offending God, a
worse war will break out
during the reign of Pius XI.

When you see a night illumined by an unknown
light, know that this is the great sign given you by
God that He is about to punish the world for its
crimes, by means of war, famine, and persecutions
against the Church and against the Holy Father.

To prevent this, I shall come to ask for the
consecration of Russia to My Immaculate Heart,
and the Communion of Reparation on the First
Saturdays. If My requests are heeded, Russia will
be converted and there will be peace; if not, she
will spread her errors throughout the world, causing
wars and persecutions against the Church. The
good will be martyred, the Holy Father will have
much to suffer, various nations will be annihilated.1

Footnote:
1English translation of text in Sister Lucy, "Fourth
Memoir", Fatima in Lucia’s Own Words, (Postulation
Centre, Fatima, Portugal, 1976) p. 162. See also Sister
Lucy, Memorias e Cartas da Irma Lucia, (Porto, Portugal,
1973, edited by Father Antonio Maria Martins) pp. 340-341.

“

See p. 6, Obituary of Catholic Truth reader Ruth
Real, a former Communist…

http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1848/communist-manifesto/ch02.htm
http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1848/communist-manifesto/ch02.htm
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Meet the Pro-Abortion
(Catholic) Leader of
Scottish Labour…And
his (Pro-Life) Bishop…

Following Jim Murphy MP'S unashamed support for
abortion during his campaign to become Scottish
Labour party leader, I wrote to Bishop John Keenan
of the Diocese of Paisley, where Mr Murphy (pictured
top) lives and attends Mass, and asked him to enforce
Canon 915 from the Code of Canon Law. This canon
states that manifest public sinners - and that includes
those who support and promote abortion - be denied
Holy Communion.
Bishop Keenan didn't reply personally, but delegated
the matter to his Vicar General, Father Brian McGhee.
 This in itself is surprising considering I have known
the bishop for nearly twenty years and had  received
personal emails from him only weeks before.1

The Vicar General assured me that the Bishop takes
Pro-Life matters very seriously.  I sent a further email
asking what exactly the Bishop intended to do, to
which Father McGhee replied, "neither you nor I are
entitled to know what transpires between a bishop
and another’s soul.”
I responded to this blatant attempt to kick the issue
into the long grass by pointing out that Bishop Keenan
had a duty to defend the Faith in public when it had
been attacked in public.  Mr Murphy wasn't slow in
making public his support for abortion. Catholics in
Mr Murphy ' s parish would see him receiving
Communion and could be mistaken in thinking that
the Church didn't really have a problem with abortion,
because there's Mr Murphy receiving Communion.
The Bishop has a duty to protect the dignity of the
Blessed Sacrament and the Catholic Faithful of his
diocese.  I received no reply.
Jim Murphy MP was duly elected as leader of the
Scottish Labour Party.  The first 2015 edition of the
Scottish Catholic Observer carried a front page
interview with Mr Murphy, during which he states that
it is not the Church's place to state whether we should
or shouldn’t support abortion, but rather for the
individual conscience to do so.
What an absolute disgrace for the editor of the
Scottish Catholic Observer to allow this interview to
be published without critical comment.
To date, there has not been a single word uttered in
public from any Scots bishop. As we go to press,
Bishop Keenan has published a statement in the
Scottish Catholic Observer, 16/1/15, entitled Points
on politicians and abortion issue in which he does not
even mention Mr Murphy but talks only of the need
for politicians to inform their consciences in the light
of science, medical evidence of the humanity of the
unborn child, and Article 3 of the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights. He writes: “The
Church…asks all politicians - Catholics included - to
keep this reality [of the humanity of the unborn child]
before their eyes and close to their heart as they
undertake their democratic duties with a view to
upholding the common good of all within our
community.”

Bishop Keenan is very quick to insist that his use of
the Vicar General to reply to concerns is in
accordance with Canon Law, so we expect him to
enforce Canon 915 without delay.2   In fact, I wrote
to Bishop Keenan to say that I found his statement
in the SCO “very weak and disappointing” pointing
out that he “didn't mention Jim Murphy's comments”
and that he “didn't even mention God!”  Since, on
appointment, the Bishop said he planned to bring
Pope Francis’ vision of the Church to Paisley, I

quoted Pope Francis’
reminder to the bishops of
Argentina (March 2013) about
the importance of Canon 915:
"[people] cannot receive Holy
Communion and at the same
time act with deeds or words
against the commandments,
particularly when abortion,

euthanasia, and other grave crimes against life and
family are encouraged. This responsibility weighs
particularly over legislators, heads of governments,
and health professionals.”
I ended my letter by repeating my expectation that
Mr Murphy will be subject to Canon 915, and wrote
separately to the MP to explain the mandatory
nature of this canon.  Watch this space!

Peter Mackin

Peter Mackin is a
primary school teacher
who lives in the
Diocese of Paisley
with his wife and four
children. He also gives
generously of his spare
time as a Catholic
Truth researcher,
blogger and columnist

AN EDINBURGH PRIEST who, for many years,
featured prominently in this newsletter where his

public dissent from Catholic
Faith and Morals was
exposed, is currently under
investigation after two
women accused him of
historic lewd behaviour,
dating back 36 years.
Canon Andy Monaghan (72)
was removed from duties in
his Midlothian parish in the
Archdiocese of St Andrews
and Edinburgh while the

allegations are investigated. Prosecutors are now
considering whether he should face charges. A
Crown Office spokesman said: “The procurator
fiscal received a report relating to incidents involving
a 72-year-old man said to have occurred in
Edinburgh  and Falkirk between October 1978 and
December 1983.1

The then “Father” Monaghan came to the attention
of Catholic Truth (CT)  when readers sent tape-
recordings of the shocking advice he was dispensing
on Radio Forth 2, in his role as Agony Uncle on the
late Saturday night through to early Sunday morning
‘Open Line’ show where he instructed those who
phoned in for advice not to call him “Father” but to
call him “Andy”. CT routinely dubbed him “Father
(Call me Andy”) Monaghan when publishing reports
on his public dissent from Catholic teaching.  He
supported contraception and cohabitation; he could
be heard encouraging  Laura, a 14 year old
schoolgirl, to attend an abortion centre for advice,
thought nothing of giving out the “gay” helpline
number and even sympathised with Robert, without
offering any moral guidance, when he expressed his
hurt that his family disapproved of his bestiality. He
advised Karen to seek advice from the Citizens
Advice bureau because Karen was concerned that
her day-job boss would discover that she was
working on the side running three-in-a-bed sessions
for both men and women. The above, and much
more, were regularly reported by Catholic Truth,
thoroughly documented with exact quotes from the
show, dates etc - which evidence did nothing to stem
the hostile response from just about everyone in the
Church in Scotland. Cardinal O’Brien defended the
‘Open Line’ debacle, arguing that Fr Monaghan was
“doing  God’s work and the Pope’s”.  CT asked
readers to pray that this priest would stop his “evil
work” which was reported in the Edinburgh press and
subsequently denounced by callers to the ‘Open
Line’ while Fr (Call me Andy) Monaghan purred that
it was a pity CT had called him “evil”. No such
personal judgment had been made, of course. His
advice was evil, as anyone living in a state of grace
should be able to recognise intuitively.  The show
was taken off air in 2009.

Edinburgh:
Canon Andrew

Monaghan Under
Police

Investigation…
Iain Colquhoun

1 Whatever happened to the Bishop’s claim, on appointment:
“I want to be close to the people”? Presumably he forgot to
add “unless, that is, they start to ask awkward questions…”

The following extract from an interview in HeraldScotland,
speaks for itself: “AS Scotland's newest Catholic bishop he
could easily have opted for the opulent residence set aside
for a man in his position. But Bishop John Keenan, who grew
up in a high-rise in Maryhill, Glasgow, has shunned the more
comfortable address to move into a parish house in a housing
scheme in an area of multiple deprivation. Explaining his
decision, Bishop Keenan said the Catholic church was going
through a cultural shift and would have to "adapt and change
in order to be close to the people of our times".
(New Catholic bishop chooses to live in deprived housing
scheme,  HeraldScotland, Sunday 13 April 2014.)

2 “It needs to be emphasized that Canon 915 is NOT a canon
that may be “applied” or “not applied.” Canon 915 can only
be obeyed or disobeyed. And disobeying Canon 915 is always
gravely sinful. Canon 915 exists precisely because giving
Communion to a person “obstinately persevering in manifest
grave sin” is always gravely sinful. Doing so is always to
give grave scandal, and to participate knowingly in a
sacrilegious act.” (Fr Vincent Fizpatrick: The Scandal
That Is Eating The Heart Out Of The Catholic Church in
America, American Life League, 24/3/14)

Footnotes:

Continued on p.13, foot of column 1
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It was with great sadness that I learnt that
Ruth Real had died at her home on 14th
December.  I knew she had been ill for some
time but, typically, she was brave and even
kept cheerful for the sake of others.
Ruth was a great idealist, always searching
for the best in everything.   At first this led
her to become a Communist but when she
discovered that once in power they deserted
the high ideals they professed, she left them
and in the 1950s  discovered the Catholic
Church. Ruth was instructed by the Jesuits
at Farm Street who gave her a wonderful
and lasting  understanding and love for our
glorious Faith.
As a Communist Ruth had been taught that
her first thought on waking should be what
she could do for the Party that day.  As a
Catholic she brought that with her, only now
of course seeking what she could do for the
Church.  We might all do well to follow her
example in this for it certainly led Ruth to do
a great deal for the Church.
Perhaps her most notable contribution was
the work she did explaining the Church's
high regard for women in the past and in the
world today, and so correcting the noisy
Catholic  feminists who insisted they were
treated as 'second class citizens.'   Ruth
joined forces with Josephine Robinson to
form "The Association of Catholic Women"
(ACW) and Ruth, with her husband Michael,
regularly produced the excellent publication
for the Association.
Here we read scholarly articles on the
Church's true attitude to women and
examples of great Catholic women down
the ages.

Ruth Real
“A Gentle Voice now fallen silent…”

Daphne McLeod

Later this publication would address other
problems in the Church such as the current
failure to teach the Truths of the Faith in so
many of our schools and parishes.  It was
always well worth reading and many
women around the country distributed
copies in their parishes to enlighten more
Catholic women.
Ruth's hard work and dedication enabled
her, with Josephine, to make the ACW a
nation-wide organisation, running Study
Days and Conferences and educating
Catholic women on their true privileges in
the Church as well as their duties. They
printed leaflets and booklets which were
always beautifully produced and well-
written and which helped to deepen the
Faith of their readers.
All faithful Catholics in this country and
beyond owe Ruth Real a great debt of
gratitude  for the hard work she so
generously undertook and which made
Church teaching clear and helped so many
of us so much.
At the same time Ruth stayed a very gentle
kindly person, firmly adhering to her high
principles while always an understanding
friend, always ready to make time for others.
Ruth will be sadly missed but we must take
what consolation we can from knowing that
we were privileged to have known her and
from remembering St Thomas More's
words to his daughter, Margaret Roper, in
his last writing before his martyrdom:
"Farewell my dear child and pray for me,
and I shall for you and all your friends that
we may merrily meet in heaven."

O b i t u a r y

Ruth Real, deceased 14/12/14
Ruth has been a long time reader of Catholic
Truth.  We have arranged for Holy Mass,  in the
traditional rite, to be offered for the repose of
Ruth’s soul. May she rest in peace…

One million demonstrators in Paris on January 11,
2015, chanted the slogan, “Je suis Charlie,”—“I am
Charlie,” while brandishing a pen, which has become
the symbol of assassinated freedom of expression;
this is the official, unanimously agreed-on version of
the media outlets and the political parties.
But in reality, when you know what the satirical
publication Charlie Hebdo really is, you would have
had to attribute to each of those demonstrators the
following sentiments: I am in favor of anarchy and
sacrilege, like the cartoonists who depicted the
Blessed Virgin in an obscene manner in their
Christmas issue; I am a nihilist and a blasphemer
like those who, a few years ago, drew two recycling
bins with the caption, “This is my body” and “This is

Charlie Hebdo: For whom does the bell toll?
Father Alain Lorans

my blood,” or more recently showed a condom in the
form of a Host.
On January 7, the day of the attack, Pope Francis
declared that it was imperative to “oppose hatred
and all forms of violence, which destroys human life,
violates the dignity of the human person, and
radically undermines the fundamental good of
peaceful coexistence among persons and peoples,
beyond differences of nationality, religion and
culture.” And Bishop Stanislas Lalanne of the
Diocese of Pontoise, and Bishop Pascal Delannoy
of the Diocese of Saint-Denis were the official
representatives of the Church at the January 11
demonstration. During that time, one of the surviving

cartoonists of Charlie Hebdo said that he “puked on
those who, suddenly, say that they are our friends,”
and added ironically: “We have lots of new friends,
like the Pope, Queen Elizabeth or Putin: that makes
me laugh.”
On January 8 at noon, in the rain, Notre Dame
Cathedral sounded the death knell. For whom did
that bell toll?1

Footnote:
1 Dici Newsletter of the SSPX, 16/1/15

Ruth passed away at home
on 14th December, 2014…

The [funeral] Mass is a traditional
Latin low Mass and it may appear
austere to those who have become
accustomed to the New Rite.
However, it was the Universal
Mass of the entire Catholic Church
when Ruth became a convert in the
1950’s. It is the Mass that she
loved and supported during her
Catholic life.

Taken from the Leaflet distributed at Ruth’s
Requiem Mass, 5/1/15. May she rest in peace…

“
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News From Cyberspace
There are things going on in the
Church and in the world  that
you won’t read uncensored, if
at all,  in the press. Thanks to
the internet, we can bring you
this REPORT…

Are NOT Smiling

When Irish Eyes

Are NOT Smiling
When it came around to deciding whom the
Irish Central person of the year for 2014 was it
wasn’t even close. Pope Francis by a country
mile.
He has transformed the Catholic landscape in a
way unseen since the heyday of Pope John 23rd.
In the process he has humanized and made the
church far more accessible to ordinary Catholics
all over the world. Pope Francis...  has handed
the church back to ordinary folks and has
removed the dictatorial element represented by
Cardinal Burke of St. Louis who wanted a narrow
based fate for Catholics.
His modest living arrangements, keen sense of
humour and dedication to helping those most in
need is astonishing.
Given the hard-line doctrinaire two popes who
preceded him* many feared the worst. (*Ed: you
just have to laugh) Instead we got a human being
who charmed those who met him. Pope Francis
has offered hope to those who found it hard to be
at home in the church under previous popes. He
has quickly become a key international figure, a
beacon in a world that has gone astray in many
ways. Put simply he was the star of 2014, no one
else came close.
To read entire article visit
http://www.irishcentral.com/opinion/IrishCentral-
names-our-Person-of-the-Year-for-2014-.html

For more on Ireland, see p.17…

In a wide-ranging interview Cardinal Raymond Burke
used frank language to express his grave concerns
about the way in which the Catholic Church has been
damaged by radical feminism. He also addressed,
with a candour rarely heard from pastors, sexual
immorality and liturgical abuse.
“The radical feminism which has assaulted the
Church and society since the 1960s has left men very
marginalized,” the cardinal told Matthew James
Christoff, founder of ‘The New Evangelization’, an
evangelizing mission focused on men.
“Unfortunately, the radical feminist movement
strongly influenced the Church, leading the Church
to constantly address women’s issues at the expense
of addressing critical issues important to men; the
importance of the father, whether in the union of
marriage or not; the importance of a father to children;
the importance of fatherhood for priests; the critical
impact of a manly character; the emphasis on the
particular gifts that God gives to men for the good of
the whole society,” said Cardinal Burke. “So much of
this tradition of heralding the heroic nature of
manhood has been lost in the Church today…This is
despite the fact that it was a long tradition in the
Church, especially through the devotion of St.
Joseph, to stress the manly character of the man who
sacrifices his life for the sake of the home, who
prepares with chivalry to defend his wife and his
children and who works to provide the livelihood for
the family. So much of this tradition of heralding the
heroic nature of manhood has been lost in the Church
today. All of those virtuous characteristics of the male
sex are very important for a child to observe as they
grow up and mature. The healthy relationship with
the father helps the child to prepare to move from the
intimate love of the mother, building a discipline so
that the child can avoid excessive self-love. This
ensures that the child is able to identify himself or
herself properly as a person in relationship with
others; this is critical for both boys and girls.”
The former head of the Vatican’s highest court said,
“Sadly, the Church has not effectively reacted to …
destructive cultural forces” such as sexual immorality,
feminism and family breakdown, and has instead
“become too influenced by radical feminism and has
largely ignored the serious needs of men.”
Cardinal Burke, 66, also said his generation has failed
today’s youth. “My generation has taken for granted
the many blessings we were blessed with in our solid
family lives and with the Church’s solid formation of
us,” he said. “My generation let all of this nonsense
of sexual confusion, radical feminism and the
breakdown of the family go on, not realizing that we
were robbing the next generations of the most
treasured gifts that we had been blessed to receive.
We have gravely wounded the current generations.”
The Church has become so “feminized,” he said, that
“men are often reluctant to become active in the
Church.” He explained: “The feminized environment

and the lack of the Church’s effort to engage men
has led many men to simply opt out.”
"The introduction of girl servers also led many boys
to abandon altar service,” he added. While
emphasizing that the practice of having exclusively
boys as altar servers has nothing to do with
inequality of women in the Church, Cardinal Burke
said the introduction of altar girls “has contributed to
a loss of priestly vocations.”
Worsening this sad confusion of men in the culture,
there has also been a terrible loss of home life. The
culture has become very materialistic and consumer-
focused, the pursuit of which has led father, and
often the mother, to work long hours. The consumer
mentality has also led to the idea that children’s lives
had to be filled with activity: school, sports and music
and all kinds of activities every night of the week. All
those things are good in themselves, but there has
been a loss of balance. The home life in which
children spend adequate time with parents has been
lost for many families. Families have stopped
enjoying meals together. I remember how my father
gave us lessons and taught us manners at the dinner
table. To spend time talking with my parents was
very important to my growing up. When I was a
young priest, I was saddened that parents and
children told me that fathers and children rarely
talked and, when they did, it was only briefly.
Families should have at least one meal together
each week where the whole family is together. A boy
or young man is unlikely to build proper manly
identity and the manly virtues unless he lives with a
father and mother, where he can witness that unique
and complementary interaction between the male
and the female in a home life in which human life
can be welcomed, nurtured and developed.
All these various forces have come together and
grievously wounded men. Sadly, the Church has not
effectively reacted to these destructive cultural
forces; instead the Church has become too
influenced by radical feminism and has largely
ignored the serious needs of men. My generation
has taken for granted the many blessings we were
blessed with in our solid family lives and with the
Church’s solid formation of us. My generation let all
of this nonsense of sexual confusion, radical
feminism and the breakdown of the family go on, not
realizing that we were robbing the next generations
of the most treasured gifts that we had been blessed
to receive. We have gravely wounded the current
generations. As a bishop, young people complained
bitterly to me, “Why we were not taught these things.
Why we were not more clearly taught about the
Mass, Confession and traditional devotions?” These
things matter for they form a spiritual life and a man’s
character. Going to Confession and to Sunday Mass,
praying the Rosary together as a family in the
evening, eating meals together, all these things give
practical direction in the Christian life. Learning that
it is not manly to be vulgar or blasphemous and that
a man is welcoming and courteous to others; these
might seem like little things but they form a man’s
character. Much of this has been lost.
The problems men face that have been largely
ignored by the Church are especially related to
sexuality.   The cardinal decried the “very fluffy,
superficial kind of catechetical approach to the
question of human sexuality and the nature of the
marital relationship.” The problem was compounded
by “an explosion of pornography” in society, he said,
“which is particularly corrosive for men because it
terribly distorts the whole reality of human sexuality.”

Cardinal Burke on the
Catholic “Man-crisis”

“In truth, the gift of sexual attraction is directed
toward marriage, and any kind of sexual union
belongs properly only within marriage,” said Cardinal
Burke. “But the whole world of pornography corrupts
young people into believing that their sexual capacity
is for their own entertainment and pleasure, and
becomes a consuming lust, which is one of the seven
capital sins.”
The cardinal faulted a post-Vatican II mindset
suggesting there were no serious sins for the
absence of men from confession.  This false notion,
which he called “lethal for men” is seen by example
in the sin of masturbation. “Men have told me that
when they were teenagers, they confessed the sin
of masturbation in the confessional and priests would
say, ‘Oh, that’s nothing you should be confessing.
Everybody does that,’” the cardinal recalled.
Turning to liturgy, Cardinal Burke said, “There has
been, and continues to be, serious liturgical abuses
that turn men off.”  He suggested that the Traditional
Latin Mass holds for men, especially young men, a
great appeal.  “The Ordinary Form, if it’s celebrated
very reverently with good music, can have the same
strong positive effect on men,” he added. “Men don’t
go in for this kind of corny approach to the Mass
when it becomes some kind of feel-good session, or
where there is irreverence.”
For the full interview see NewEmangelization.com
http://www.newemangelization.com/

http://www.irishcentral.com/opinion/IrishCentral-names-our-Person-of-the-Year-for-2014-.html
http://www.irishcentral.com/opinion/IrishCentral-names-our-Person-of-the-Year-for-2014-.html
http://www.newemangelization.com/
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N O T I C E S

Sincere gratitude to everyone who donated to our
funds following the November edition. We are, as
ever, deeply impressed and touched by your
generosity.
To save postage, we no longer write letters of
acknowledgement for your individual donations
although if you include an email address, Editor
will thank you personally. Email addresses are
included with all PayPal donations online.
And, of course, a special word of gratitude  to
our Standing Order donors  because these regular
donations very much help us with our planning.
Our postage costs are rising steadily, so be
assured that your generosity is truly greatly
appreciated. Thank you.

Miss McMoneypenny

For whosoever shall give you to
drink a cup of water in My
name, because you belong to
Christ: amen I say to you, he
shall not lose his reward.
                                 (Mark 9:40)

Thank you all once again at Catholic Truth
for every line of information sent, giving the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the

truth. Your newsletters are al-
ways eagerly awaited, and
read, in the knowledge that I

am not only reaffirmed with my
faith, but am constantly learning

more about it. God bless.
Monica Faulkner, England

I only wish every Catholic could and would
read CT.
They wouldn't remain Protestantized for
long!   CT is really Catholic Truth, simple,
straightforward and very, very easy to
grasp.  No confusion.  In the ‘Novus Ordo
church’, you will get a different answer from
every priest, usually, if you keep looking
you'll find one who'll tell you what you want
to hear! Name Withheld, U.S.A.

Congratulations on the latest issue of CT.
It's the best ever so far.
Keep up the good work.  For Orthodoxy. For
Tradition. For Catholic Truth. Paul Hellyer,
Leeds, England

I've been an avid reader of your blog for the
past few months - a good parish friend
referred me to it. As a 2012 convert who has
been, frankly, staggered to find the One
True Church so full of charismatics,
dissenters, heretics, liberals, modernists,
protestants, schismatics, lukewarms and
new-agers, I need all the Truth I can get!
Thankfully we have here "in deepest Essex"
in our linked parishes, the privilege of being
ministered to by the Norbertine Community
(see www.praemonstratensis.co.uk ) -
although it will not surprise you to know that
there is only a small percentage of
parishioners who are of orthodox/traditional
beliefs who really appreciate what this
growing community of good & holy men is
doing. Steve Knight, Essex, England

Enjoy the bi-monthly edition and your hard
hitting website. I was [an attendee at the]
Novus Ordo but was becoming more and
more unhappy about what I was hearing
from the pulpit. I thank God that I found out
about your great magazine and website
which have helped me.
Brian Hargadon, Motherwell

Thanks for posting our Website
www.crucifixlilies.com in your [Issue No. 84]
Newsletter.  We have posted over 25 new
photographs of the Crucifix with Lilies and
of its production by one of the most
prominent Silversmiths in the United States.
James Mitchell, HDR, Inc. Crucifix with
Lilies, Texas, USA

I’m so grateful to you for sending Catholic
Truth to me. Since I first started to receive
from you over a year ago, everything is so
clear now about why the Catholic Church
got in this state in the first place. My only
disappointment is that most of my fellow
Catholics don’t see it, and don’t want to
know. AC, Glasgow.

Yet another excellent issue of Catholic
Truth!

Every article held my attention particularly
the one dealing with the “Synod on the
Family”.
Pope Francis seems determined to ensure
that the eventual outcome will be what he
wants. Many bishops are falling meekly into
line (as usual).  Prayers are surely needed
for the few Bishops who are prepared to
stand up for traditional marriage.
In two years time it will be 100 years since
Our Lady appeared at Fatima. There
seems scant hope that this Pope will
consecrate Russia. However, one never
knows, perhaps he will surprise us!
Oremus. Claire Conlon, Dunoon, Argyll

Sorry I have not been in touch for a long
time but be assured that you and the
Catholic Truth team are in my thoughts and
prayers.

As always, I love receiving each issue,
which is so informative, but sadly there
seems to be no end to the crisis in our
beloved Church.  Of course, we know the
answer to resolving the rot, but no pope
since Vatican II has any desire or the will
to consecrate Russia to the Immaculate
Heart of Mary as she requested in the
Fatima apparitions almost 100 years ago.
We must continue to pray and do penance
for that to happen in our lifetime, we hope.
I gave a copy of your letter to Pope Francis
(Issue No. 84: replacement copy posted to
you as requested - Ed) to a priest quite
recently but he was not impressed, to say
the least. I am not surprised, of course,
because the media and modernist priests
and people think he is the Pope of the
people and especially the poor. They don’t
think that to look after and minister to their
poor souls is what he should be about.
I look forward to Catholic Truth continuing
to enlighten us with facts, and humour of
course, in the year ahead.  May God bless
you all as you strive to support Truth and
show love for the One, True Church. I am
enclosing a small donation (Ed: not small at
all, at all!) to help defray the costs in
producing such a wonderful newsletter.
Please keep up the excellent work you do
so well and with such zeal. Kathleen
James, Co. Sligo, Ireland

Editor’s note…

Many thanks to all readers who sent lovely
Christmas cards, donations and short letters
praising our “excellent/superb/wonderful” etc
newsletter and website. To those who asked
for relatives and friends to be added to our
mailing list, be assured - done and dusted.

Email List
Due to steeply rising postage costs, we are
asking online readers to read the newsletter
on our website where it is published in full.
So,if you can, please transfer to our e-mail
list by contacting editor@catholictruthscotland.com

mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
http://www.crucifixlilies.com
mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
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Your Letters Continued…

On the question of the recent disclosures
about the un-canonical campaign in which
“Team Bergoglio” [allegedly] engaged at
the conclave,1 I understand that you are
reluctant to give publicity to this matter in
Catholic Truth2 Yet this is no stunt by
Damian Thompson, marking April 1st. It is
a grave issue, raised in a new biography
of Cardinal Bergoglio and presented to
Pope Francis by the author, Austin
Ivereigh.3 I realise that you do not wish to
encourage the sedevacantist movement4;
however, if The Remnant can deal with the
disturbing issue judiciously, I feel sure that
Catholic Truth could do so also.5 After all,
as Hamish Fraser used to say: the truth is
the truth.

If the evidence against Francis were
merely marginal, it might well be prudent
just to note it privately. However, it is now
so overwhelming that it is right, surely, to
be examined, and guidance given to those
who will certainly find out about it from
other sources, and, perhaps, jump to
unwarranted conclusions.
Peter McEnerny, Glasgow

Below, we publish extracts from Michael
Baker’s unpublished Letter to the Editor of the
SCO. To stand a reasonable chance of
publication in the print media, it is wise always
to do two things:  (1) keep your letter as short
as possible (2) stick to one topic, or one point.
The following letter makes very interesting
reading, nevertheless, despite breaking all the
rules!

Three items in this week’s SCO call for comment.
All are examples of what has been called the ‘Francis
Effect’. In the ‘World Vatican News’ section, under
the strange heading, ‘Senior US clergymen deny
faulting the Pope’, we are told that ‘Two senior US
prelates’ (Cardinal Burke and Archbishop Chaput)
‘have denied criticising Pope Francis.’  There is a
disturbing shift of emphasis here. Two courageous
bishops concerned only with defending the truth are
instead being forced into defending themselves
against the ridiculous charge of ‘criticising the pope.’
This particularly nasty piece of Vatican ‘spin’ seems
designed to provoke a ‘knee-jerk’ reaction from the
‘thou shalt not criticise the pope!’ Brigade. What
would have been their reaction when St Paul
‘withstood Peter to his face’?  If enough mud is
thrown some of it is sure to stick. Those whose
critical faculties have been eroded by years of
television and tabloid propaganda will be left
thinking, ‘There must be something in it. It was in the
papers. They’ve attacked the Pope and now they’re
trying to deny it!’
Apart from branding Burke and Chaput as ‘rebels’
this Vatican smear tactic diverts attention from the
Pope’s theologian of choice, Cardinal Kasper [Ed:
who advocates permitting Communion for the divorced
and “remarried”). Pope Francis’ much vaunted
‘compassion’ and ‘mercy’ were not much in evidence
in his treatment of Cardinal Burke, who was relieved
of his post as Prefect of the Apostolic Signatura.
Perhaps this harsh action was a warning to the forty
odd prelates who opposed the Kasper faction during
the Synod.
The gravity of the current situation was highlighted
in two excellent SCO articles by Gerald Warner
(SCO 26/9/14 and 31/10/14) who described the
results of the Synod as a ‘temporarily frustrated
revolution’.  A similar concern for the future was
expressed by EWTN’s Raymond Arroyo in his superb
coverage of the Synod in his ‘World Over Live’
programme which included interviews with Cardinal

Enclosed is a letter I sent to the Scottish
Catholic Observer (SCO). If you can use
any of it in your letters page please do so. I
didn’t really expect it to be published but I
gave it two weeks just in case. Just before
Tony Fraser’s death I had been looking
through some old copies of ‘Apropos’. I
came across a reference to the election of
Benedict. Apparently Cardinal Bergoglio
was a sort of ‘runner-up’. It didn’t mean
anything at the time but now I wonder if
Benedict’s election was a temporary set-
back to those intent on destroying the
Church from within. Or am I being paranoid?
Michael Baker, Glasgow.
Ed: no, you are not being paranoid. Cardinal
Cormac Murphy-O’Connor said on camera (TV
news broadcasts) at the time of the election of
Pope Benedict, that “we didn’t get our man” - it
seems obvious that they had a preferred
candidate. But who? See book review, p.12…

the Thessalonians [warning against false teachers]
to be exact. Then have a look at, as Hugh  Dougherty
puts it, ‘the modern Church of today.’ ENDBurke, Father Robert Dodaro, editor of

‘Remaining in the Truth of Christ’, the
book written by Burke and other cardinals, including
Cardinal Muller, the Prefect of the Congregation for
the Doctrine of the Faith. The book was a hastily
compiled response to the threat posed by the Kasper
faction. In his refreshingly  candid interviews, Arroyo
pulled no punches, placing the blame for this
disastrous state of affairs squarely where it  belongs,
with Pope Francis. He also suggested that this
Synod was a ‘trial balloon’ and expressed fears that
next year’s synod would be comprised solely of
pro-Kasper prelates.
On the same page of the SCO as the above article,
there was another entitled ‘Forgotten dead and
martyrs in the Pope’s prayers for Holy Souls.’ In the
published extract from his homily there was no
mention of Purgatory, the Holy Souls or indeed of
anything remotely resembling the traditional Catholic
understanding of these things. (Of course, in Francis’
scheme of things ‘tradition’ is the ecclesiastical
equivalent of Ebola… something untouchable.)
Instead, we were treated to a rambling discourse in
which ‘remembering the dead, caring for their graves
and offering intercessory prayers’ give testimony of
the ‘certain hope’ that ‘takes root in the certainty that
death is not the last word.’  There is a kind of ‘this
worldly’ flavour to most of the homily, ‘intercessory
prayers’ being offered for the ‘victims of war and
violence and for the many little ones crushed by
hunger and misery.’ Not a word about the suffering
souls in Purgatory.
The ‘Francis Effect’ was clearly evident in Hugh
Dougherty’s article, ‘Ghost dancing won’t do us any
favours’… ‘Reconnecting with today’s Faithful and
lapsed Catholics involves looking to the future and
not the past’ was the all too familiar theme.
According to Hugh Dougherty, these people want to
‘escape the present by retreating into what they see
as the stability of the past. They’re the people who
want the Latin Mass back. They obsess about plain
chant and want obsolete vestments and rituals to
make a comeback.’  Hugh has completely missed
the point. The main objections to the New Mass of
Paul VI (and Archbishop Bugnini, reputedly a
Freemason) were doctrinal and they came from two
Cardinals, Ottaviani (the head of the Holy Office) and
Bacci. The attack on Catholic doctrine stated in the
pontificate of John XXIII and came from within the
Church. As a mere youth of 64, Hugh Dougherty
would not really ‘have known the reality of the
pre-Second Vatican Council Church.’  He would have
been too young to remember the importance
attacked to the year 1960, when Sister Lucy asked
that the famous Third Secret of Fatima be revealed.
In 1957, Cardinal Ottaviani asked Lucy: ‘Why 1960?’
She gave two reasons: (1) because it is the wish of
the Blessed Virgin (2) because it will become clearer
then. Sadly, Pope John refused to reveal the
secret…He had no time for the ‘prophets of gloom’.
Pope John’s optimism proved to be unjustified. For
more than fifty years the Church has been in a state
of almost terminal decline. Like Pope John, Hugh
Dougherty got it wrong. Only by looking at the past
can we understand ‘the realities and problems of life
today.’
Speaking of the Third Secret, which he had read,
Cardinal Ciappi, papal theologian to several popes
said: ‘The Third Secret speaks of a Great Apostasy,
coming from the top.’ A further look at the past will
put that one in context: St Paul’s Second Epistle to

Footnotes:
1 Damian Thompson: What is the truth about Cardinal
Murphy-O’Connor and ‘Team Bergoglio’? The Spectator,
25/11/14
2 It is not the case that I am reluctant to give publicity to this
matter. The allegations of canvassing by “Team Bergoglio”
were not in the public domain until after our November
newsletter had been published.  The matter was, in fact,
discussed on our blog: see comment from Athanasius on
p.16 and is now reported in this edition, in as much detail as
we can mange in the limited space available to us - see p12.
3 Austen Ivereigh (born 1966) is a London-based Catholic
journalist, author, commentator and campaigner. A former
deputy editor of The Tablet and later Director for Public
Affairs of the former Archbishop of Westminster, Cardinal
Cormac Murphy-O'Connor, he frequently appears on radio
and TV programmes to comment in stories involving the
Church. He is founder and co-ordinator of Catholic Voices,
a group formed to “put the Church’s case in the media”.
(Wikipedia)
Note: The “case” they put in the media is generally the
“liberal” case as when co-founder, Jack Valero, insisted on
national TV that “the Church is not against condoms...”
Google to find any number of reports on the subject.
4 Sedevacantists believe that there has been no valid pope
since Pius XII.  It is a dangerous theory which is rejected by
any truly educated Catholic, because nobody on earth has
any authority over a pope.  To date, the Ivereigh claims
remain unsubstantiated and so, unless that changes and
cardinals come forward to divulge attempts to rig the vote,
any pronouncement on the last conclave and Pope Francis’
pontificate will have to come from a future pope. One more
thing: God sent Our Lady to Quito (17th century) and Fatima
(20th century) to warn us of the crisis to come in the Church
at which times she always spoke of “the Holy Father”. At
no time, in any approved apparition, did Our Lady indicate
that the Church would be without a duly elected pontiff.
5 Agreed. See p.12
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Thinking Through Catholic Truth
“I have come to Scotland to unteach heresy and to save souls”

St John Ogilvie SJ
Feast: 10 March

The Papacy
Extracts from the Catholic Encylopaedia Online

Note: some original sources omitted due to shortage of space

Institution
of a supreme head by Christ

The proof that Christ constituted St. Peter
head of His Church is found in the two
famous Petrine texts, Matthew 16:17-19,
and John 21:15-17.
In Matthew 16:17-19, the office is solemnly
promised to the Apostle. In response to his
profession of faith in the Divine Nature of
his Master, Christ thus addresses him:
Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-Jona: because
flesh and blood hath not revealed it to thee,
but my Father who is in heaven. And I say
to thee: That thou art Peter; and upon this
rock I will build my Church, and the gates
of hell shall not prevail against it. And I will
give to thee the keys of the kingdom of
heaven. And whatsoever thou shalt bind on
earth it shall be bound also in heaven: and
whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth, it
shall be loosed also in heaven.

"Blessed art thou, Simon
Bar-Jona: because flesh
and blood hath not
revealed it to thee, but
my Father who is in
heaven."
The prerogatives here
promised are manifestly
personal to Peter. His
profession of faith was not

made, as has been sometimes asserted, in
the name of the other Apostles. This is
evident from the words of Christ. He
pronounces on the Apostle, distinguishing
him by his name Simon son of John, a
peculiar and personal blessing, declaring
that his knowledge regarding the Divine
Sonship sprang from a special revelation
granted to him by the Father (cf. Matthew
11:27).
"And I say to thee: That thou art Peter.”
He further proceeds to recompense this
confession of His Divinity by bestowing
upon him a reward proper to himself: Thou
art Peter [Cepha, transliterated also Kipha]
and upon this rock [Cepha] I will build my
Church. The word for Peter and for rock in
the original Aramaic is one and the same;
this renders it evident that the various
attempts to explain the term "rock" as
having reference not to Peter himself but to
something else are misinterpretations. It is
Peter who is the rock of the Church. The
term ecclesia (ekklesia) here employed is
the Greek rendering of the Hebrew qahal,
the name which denoted the Hebrew nation
viewed as God's Church.
"And upon this rock I will build my
Church.” Here then,Christ teaches plainly
that in the future the Church will be the

society of those who acknowledge Him,
and that this Church will be built on Peter.
The expression presents no difficulty. In
both the Old and New Testaments the
Church is often spoken of under the
metaphor of God's house (Numbers 12:7;
Jeremiah 12:7; Hosea 8:1; 9:15; 1
Corinthians 3:9-17, Ephesians 2:20-2; 1
Timothy 3:5; Hebrews 3:5; 1 Peter 2:5).
Peter is to be to the Church what the
foundation is in regard to a house.
He is to be the principle of unity, of stability,
and of increase. He is the principle of unity,
since what is not joined to that foundation
is no part of the Church; of stability, since
it is the firmness of this foundation in virtue
of which the Church remains unshaken by
the storms which buffet her; of increase,
since, if she grows, it is because new
stones are laid on this foundation.
"And the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it." It is through her union with
Peter, Christ continues, that the Church will
prove the victor in her long contest with the
Evil One:  The gates of hell shall not prevail
against it. There can be but one
explanation of this striking metaphor. The
only manner in which a man can stand in
such a relation to any corporate body is by
possessing authority over it. The supreme
head of a body, in dependence on whom
all subordinate authorities hold their power,
and he alone, can be said to be the
principle of stability, unity, and increase.
The promise acquires additional solemnity
when we remember that both Old
Testament prophecy (Isaiah 28:16) and
Christ's own words (Matthew 7:24) had
attributed this office of foundation of the
Church to Himself. He is therefore
assigning to Peter, of course in a
secondary degree, a prerogative which is
His own, and thereby associating the
Apostle with Himself in an altogether
singular manner.
"And I will give to thee the keys of the
kingdom of heaven." In the following
verse (Matthew 16:19) He promises to
bestow on Peter the keys of the kingdom
of heaven.  The words refer evidently to
Isaiah 22:22, where God declares that
Eliacim, the son of Helcias, shall be
invested with office in place of the
worthless Sobna: And I will lay the key of
the house of David upon his shoulder: and
he shall open, and none shall shut: and he
shall shut and none shall open. In all
countries the key is the symbol of authority.
Thus, Christ's words are a promise that He
will confer on Peter supreme power to
govern the Church. Peter is to be His
vicegerent, to rule in His place.

"And whatsoever thou shalt bind on
earth it shall be bound also in heaven:
and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
earth, it shall be loosed also in heaven."
Further the character and extent of the
power thus bestowed are indicated. It is a
power to "bind" and to "loose" — words
which denote the grant of legislative and
judicial authority. And this power is granted
in its fullest measure. Whatever Peter binds
or looses on earth, his act will receive the
Divine ratification.

Objections
The meaning of this passage does not
seem to have been challenged by any
writer until the rise of the sixteenth-century
heresies. Since then a great variety of
interpretations have been put forward by
Protestant controversialists. These agree
in little save in the rejection of the plain
sense of Christ's words. Some Anglican
controversy tends to the view that the
reward promised to St. Peter
consisted in the prominent part
taken by him in the initial
activities of the Church, but that
he was never more than primus
inter pares among the Apostles.
It is manifest that this is quite
insufficient as an explanation of the terms
of Christ's promise.
In John 21:15-17 the promise made by
Christ in Matthew 16:16-19, received its
fulfilment after the Resurrection in the
scene described in John 21. Here the Lord,
when about to leave the earth, places the
whole flock — the sheep and the lambs
alike — in the charge of the Apostle. The
term employed in 21:16, "Be the shepherd
[poimaine] of my sheep" indicates that his
task is not merely to feed but to rule. It is
the same word as is used in Psalm 2:9
(Septuagint): "Thou shalt rule [poimaneis]
them with a rod of iron."
The scene stands in striking parallelism
with that of Matthew 16. As there the
reward was given to Peter after a
profession of faith which singled him out
from the other eleven, so here Christ
demands a similar protestation, but this
time of a yet higher virtue: "Simon, son of
John, lovest thou Me more than these"?
Here, too, as there, He bestows on the
Apostle an office which in its highest sense
is proper to Himself alone. There Christ had
promised to make Peter the foundation-
stone of the house of God: here He makes
him the shepherd of God's flock to take the
place of Himself, the Good Shepherd.
The passage receives an admirable
comment from St. Chrysostom: He saith to
him, "Feed my sheep". Why does He pass
over the others and speak of the sheep to
Peter? He was the chosen one of the

Continued on p.11
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Thinking Through Catholic Truth - Continued from p.10
Apostles, the mouth of the disciples, the
head of the choir. For this reason Paul went
up to see him rather than the others. And
also to show him that he must have
confidence now that his denial had been
purged away. He entrusts him with the rule
[prostasia] over the brethren. . . . If anyone
should say "Why then was it James who
received the See of Jerusalem?", I should
reply that He made Peter the teacher not
of that see but of the whole world.
[St. John Chrysostom, Homily 88 on John, 1.
Cf. Origen, "In Ep. ad Rom.", 5:10; Ephraem
Syrus "Hymn. in B. Petr." in "Bibl. Orient.
Assemani", 1:95; Leo I, "Serm. iv de natal.",
2].

Even certain Protestant commentators
frankly own that Christ undoubtedly
intended here to confer the supreme
pastorate on Peter. But other scholars,
relying on a passage of St. Cyril of
Alexandria ("In Joan." 12:1), maintain that
the purpose of the threefold charge was
simply to reinstate St. Peter in the Apostolic
commission which his threefold denial
might be supposed to have lost to him. This
interpretation is devoid of all probability.
There is not a word in Scripture or in
patristic tradition to suggest that St. Peter
had forfeited his Apostolic commission; and
the supposition is absolutely excluded by
the fact that on the evening of the
Resurrection he received the same
Apostolic powers as the others of the
eleven.

Conclusion
The position of St. Peter after the
Ascension, as shown in the Acts of the
Apostles, realizes to the full the great
commission bestowed upon him. He is from
the first the chief of the Apostolic band —
not primus inter pares, but the undisputed
head of the Church.
If then Christ, as we have seen, established
His Church as a society subordinated to a
single supreme head, it follows from the
very nature of the case that this office is
perpetual, and cannot have been a mere
transitory feature of ecclesiastical life. For
the Church must endure to the end the
very same organization which Christ
established. But in an organized society it
is precisely the constitution which is the
essential feature. A change in constitution
transforms it into a society of a different
kind. If then the Church should adopt a
constitution other than Christ gave it, it
would no longer be His handiwork. It would
no longer be the Divine kingdom
established by Him. As a society it would
have passed through essential
modifications, and thereby would have
become a human, not a Divine institution.
None who believe that Christ came on
earth to found a Church, an organized
society destined to endure for ever, can
admit the possibility of a change in the
organization given to it by its Founder.
The same conclusion also follows from a
consideration of the end which, by Christ's
declaration, the supremacy of Peter was
intended to effect. He was to give the

The expressions binding and loosing here
employed are derived from the current
terminology of the Rabbinic schools. A
doctor who declared a thing to be
prohibited by the law was said to bind, for
thereby he imposed an obligation on the
conscience. He who declared it to be lawful
was said to loose. In this way the terms had
come respectively to signify official
commands and permissions in general.
The words of Christ, therefore, as
understood by His hearers, conveyed the
promise to St. Peter of legislative authority
within the kingdom over which He had just
set him, and legislative authority carries
with it as its necessary accompaniment
judicial authority. Further, Peter's authority
is subordinated to no earthly superior. The
sentences which he gives are to be
forthwith ratified in heaven. They do not
need the antecedent approval of any other
tribunal. He is independent of all save the
Master who appointed him.  Peter is
subordinated to none save his Master
alone; he is the supreme teacher as he is
the supreme ruler. However, the
tremendous powers thus conferred are
limited in their scope by their reference to
the ends of the kingdom and to them only.
The authority of Peter and his successors
does not extend beyond this sphere. With
matters that are altogether extrinsic to the
Church they are not concerned.
Protestant controversialists contend
strenuously that the words, "Whatsoever
thou shalt bind etc." confer no special
prerogative on Peter, since precisely the
same gift, they allege, is conferred on all
the Apostles (Matthew 18:18). It is, of
course, the case that in that passage the
same words are used in regard of all the
Twelve. Yet there is a manifest difference
between the gift to Peter and that bestowed
on the others. In his case the gift is
connected with the power of the key.
Nor may it be held that the pope's laws
must exclusively concern spiritual objects,
and their penalties be exclusively of a
spiritual character. The Church is a perfect
society. She is not dependent on the
permission of the State for her existence,
but holds her charter from God. As a
perfect society she has a right to all those
means which are necessary for the
attaining of her end… the Church requires
certain material possessions, such, for
example, as churches, schools,
seminaries… The administration and the
due protection of these goods will require
legislation, [inevitably] a body of canon law.
Though the power of the pope is very great,
it does not follow that it is arbitrary and
unrestricted. "The pope", as Cardinal
Hergenröther well says, “is circumscribed
by the consciousness of the necessity of
making a righteous and beneficent use of
the duties attached to his privileges.… He
is also circumscribed by the spirit and
practice of the Church, by the respect due
to General Councils and to ancient statutes
and customs… ("Cath. Church and Christian
State", tr., I, 197).

Church strength to resist her foes, so that
the gates of hell should not prevail against
her. The contest with the powers of evil
does not belong to the Apostolic age alone.
It is a permanent feature of the Church's
life. Hence, throughout the centuries the
office of Peter must be realized in the
Church, in order that she may prevail in her
age-long struggle.
Thus an analysis of Christ's words shows
us that the perpetuity of the office of
supreme head is to be reckoned among
the truths revealed in Scripture. His
promise to Peter conveyed not merely a
personal prerogative, but established a
permanent office in the Church. His words
were understood by Latin and Greek
Fathers alike… History bears complete
testimony that from the very earliest times
the Roman See has ever claimed the
supreme headship, and that that headship
has been freely acknowledged by the
universal Church.

Though the power of the
pope is very great, it does

not follow that it is
arbitrary

and unrestricted.
St. Clement
The first witness is St. Clement, a disciple
of the Apostles, who, after Linus and
Anacletus, succeeded St. Peter as the
fourth in the list of popes. In his "Epistle to
the Corinthians", written in 95 or 96, he
bids them receive back the bishops whom
a turbulent faction among them had
expelled. "If any man", he says, "should be
disobedient unto the words spoken by God
through us, let them understand that they
will entangle themselves in no slight
transgression and danger" (Ep. 59).
Moreover, he bids them "render obedience
unto the things written by us through the
Holy Spirit". The tone of authority which
inspires the latter appears so clearly that
Lightfoot did not hesitate to speak of it as
"the first step towards papal domination"
(Clement 1:70). Thus, at the very
commencement of church history, before
the last survivor of the Apostles had
passed away, we find a Bishop of Rome,
himself a disciple of St. Peter, intervening
in the affairs of another Church and
claiming to settle the matter by a decision
spoken under the influence of the Holy
Spirit. Such a fact admits of one
explanation alone. It is that in the days
when the Apostolic teaching was yet fresh
in men's minds the universal Church
recognized in the Bishop of Rome the
office of supreme head.

Nature and extent of the papal power
Not only did Christ constitute St. Peter
head of the Church, but in the words,
"Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth, it
shall be bound also in heaven; and
whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth, it
shall be loosed in heaven," He indicated
the scope of this headship.
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Conclave 2013: Did “Team Bergoglio” Rig the Vote?

Father Frank Brennan, S.J., is Professor
of Law at the Australian Catholic
University, and is presently the visiting
Gasson Professor at Boston College
Law School.
In conclusion, I come to Ivereigh's one great
clanger in the book - a clanger that
unfortunately casts a shadow of doubt over
much of his investigative reporting leading
up to the election of Francis.

Having noted the hesitance of the Latin
Americans (and especially of Bergoglio) to
involve themselves in any lobbying in 2005,
he purports to have some inside information
on the 2013 conclave reporting on the
activity of the European reformers,
including Cormac Murphy O'Connor. The
reader would be justified in presuming that
any such reporting by Ivereigh would be
accurate. After all, he was "a former
adviser" to O'Connor.

The notes state that O'Connor is one of only
two cardinals with whom he spoke directly
about the conclave. The prologue states
that O'Connor had told Ivereigh's emissary
before the announcement of the decisive
ballot, "that, as it had been a short conclave,
the new pope could well be Jorge Mario
Bergoglio." Ivereigh reports that a small
group of reforming cardinals, including
O'Connor, "had learned their lessons from
2005 ... They first secured Bergoglio's
assent. Asked if he was willing, he said that
he believed that at this time of crisis for the
church no cardinal could refuse if asked."
It is inconceivable that Ivereigh would have
written this except as a direct and checked
report of what he was told by O'Connor.

The Vatican spin machine went into
overdrive. The Vatican spokesman Jesuit
Father Federico Lombardi published a
statement on 1 December 2013 denying the
assertion, claiming that the cardinals cited
by Ivereigh "have expressly denied this
description of events, both in terms of the
demand for a prior consent by Cardinal
Bergoglio and with regard to the conduct of
a campaign for his election."

For his part, Ivereigh said that future
editions of the book will state: "In keeping
with conclave rules, (the cardinals) did not
ask Bergoglio if he would be willing to be a
candidate. But they believed this time that
the crisis in the Church would make it hard
for him to refuse if elected." Why didn't
O'Connor tell him that in the first place?
Why will the book still report that "O'Connor
knowingly warned Bergoglio to 'be careful',
that it was his turn now, and was told:

capisco, 'I understand'." Neither O'Connor
nor Ivereigh is a fool. We will never know
the truth about what happened before this
last conclave.

In 2005 Jose Maria Poirier, the editor of
Criterio, wrote an Argentine profile of
Bergoglio asserting that nobody knows
what Bergoglio thinks and that "he can
move pieces along with the best chess
player." Ivereigh found in his inquiries that
this is "a metaphor that many use of him."
It's a metaphor I heard oft repeated in
Argentina on my recent visit by both
Bergoglio admirers and critics.

The supreme chess player is now
occupying the See of St. Peter, and as the
curia discovered at Christmas, we are now
in no doubt about what he is thinking and
where he is wanting to take us. Ivereigh
has done us all a great service in
explaining how we came to this point in the
history of the Church by means of
Argentina, Peronism, the Jesuits and the
intriguing spiritual journey of Jorge
Bergoglio, who more than once thought his
days of Church leadership were over.

This book is an essential primer for those
watching the next phase of the Francis
papacy in the lead-up to the synod on the
family later this year. Like Benedict at
Aparecida, Francis is adamant that people
be able to speak their minds. At the synod,
Bergoglio will bring to bear his skills and
experience from Buenos Aires and
Aparecida. Ivereigh provides a first-rate
insight for those of us foreign to Latin
American ways.

had my prayers and said, in Italian: ‘Be
careful.’ I was hinting,
and he realised and
said: ‘Si – capisco’ –
yes, I understand. He
was calm. He was
aware that he was
probably going to be a
candidate going in."
Visit
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news
/2013/09/12/pope-sent-greeting-to-
queen-straight-after-his-election-says-
cardinal/

Response of
Austen Ivereigh to
Fr Brennan’s review
Regarding the conclave, Father Brennan
is right to highlight the discrepancy
between my account and the statement of
Father Lombardi, the Vatican spokesman,
and I am grateful for this opportunity for
further clarification.

While I did interview my old boss, Cardinal
Cormac Murphy-O'Connor, for the book, I
relied on a number of different accounts,
some of which were off the record, as well
as stitching together anecdotes from
different places, which is standard
practice for journalistic reconstructions of
papal elections. The quotes I use from
Cardinal Murphy-O'Connor are ones he
has given in different interviews.

I made two mistakes in the phrasing of my
account. One was to give the impression
that the group of cardinals seeking
Bergoglio's election in some way secured
his agreement before the conclave, which
they never did; I meant only that they
believed that this time he would not
refuse. Immediately after that sentence, I
wrote: "Asked if he was willing, he said
that he believed that at this time of crisis
for the church no cardinal could refuse if
asked." In fact, that exchange did not take
place before the conclave, but during it.

The reason this matters is that conclave
rules forbid the drawing up of pacts or
agreements between cardinals. But they
do not prevent cardinals urging each other
to vote for particular candidates - that is
how popes get made. When the four
cardinals I cited said, through Father
Lombardi, that there was no "campaign"
to get Bergoglio elected, I assume they
mean that there was no such agreement
between them and him, and I have been
happy to confirm that I never meant to
suggest there was.

To read Fr Brennan’s review in full, visit
http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2015/01
/06/4158272.htm

Quote from ‘Tim’ on Fr Brennan’s
blog:
An interesting review but you should
have pointed out that Cardinal
O'Connor's story of not approaching
Bergoglio before the conclave is
undermined by his own words given to
the Catholic Herald on Sept. 12, 2013
where he said: “All the cardinals had a
meeting with him in the Hall of
Benedictions, two days after his election.
We all went up one by one. He greeted
me very warmly. He said something like:
‘It’s your fault. What have you done to
me?’ And later on in the same article the
cardinal also disclosed that he had
spoken to the future Pope as they left the
Missa pro Eligendo Romano Pontifice,
the final Mass before the conclave began
on March 12. Cardinal Murphy-O’Connor
said: “We talked a little bit. I told him he

Dr. Austen Ivereigh, former spokesman for Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O’Connor (Westminster) alleges - in his recently published book, The
Great Reformer - that a group of cardinals canvassed for the election of Jorge Mario Bergoglio at the conclave which elected him. Numerous
news outlets the world over have covered the story.  The group of 4 to 7 cardinals, whom Ivereigh nicknames “Team Bergoglio” have taken the
extreme action of having Fr. Frederico Lombardi issue a carefully worded denial through the Italian News Blog, Il Sismografo (published by
co-workers from Radio Vaticana). If true, this is an extremely serious matter, since it is strictly prohibited, under penalty of excommunication,
for cardinals to canvass for votes in a manner designed to get a preferred candidate into office. (See p.13, for quote on this from Pope John Paul
II, Universi Dominici Gregis; on the Vacancy of the Apostolic See and the Election of the Roman Pontiff, # 81). Below, we publish relevant
extracts from a review of The Great Reformer by on his blog by Jesuit Fr Frank Brennan.

Rome Correspondent

Continued on p.13

http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2013/09/12/pope-sent-greeting-to-queen-straight-after-his-election-says-cardinal/
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2013/09/12/pope-sent-greeting-to-queen-straight-after-his-election-says-cardinal/
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2013/09/12/pope-sent-greeting-to-queen-straight-after-his-election-says-cardinal/
http://www.catholicherald.co.uk/news/2013/09/12/pope-sent-greeting-to-queen-straight-after-his-election-says-cardinal/
http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2015/01/06/4158272.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2015/01/06/4158272.htm
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“Team Bergoglio” - Continued from p.12

Pope Francis preaching at Mass on the
Feast of the Solemnity of Mary, 1/1/15,
Vatican Basicila…
To separate Jesus from the Church would
introduce an “absurd dichotomy”… It is not
possible “to love Christ but without the
Church, to listen to Christ but not the
Church, to belong to Christ but outside the
Church” (ibid.). For the Church is herself
God’s great family, which brings Christ to
us. Our faith is not an abstract doctrine or
philosophy, but a vital and full relationship
with a person: Jesus Christ, the only-
begotten Son of God who became man,
was put to death, rose from the dead to
save us, and is now living in our midst.
Where can we encounter him? We
encounter him in the Church, in our
hierarchical, Holy Mother Church. It is the
Church which says today: “Behold the
Lamb of God”; it is the Church, which
proclaims him; it is in the Church that Jesus
continues to accomplish his acts of grace
which are the sacraments.
Without the Church, Jesus Christ ends up
as an idea, a moral teaching, a feeling.
Without the Church, our relationship with
Christ would be at the mercy of our
imagination, our interpretations, our moods.
Dear brothers and sisters! Jesus Christ is
the blessing for every man and woman,
and for all of humanity. The Church, in
giving us Jesus, offers us the fullness of
the Lord’s blessing. This is precisely the
mission of the people of God: to spread to
all peoples God’s blessing made flesh in
Jesus Christ. . May he guide and sustain
us, who, in order to make us all brothers
and sisters, became our servant.
Let us look to Mary, let us contemplate the
Holy Mother of God… (read entire homily at
Vatican website).

Comment
It is wonderful to read the Pope’s faithful exhortation
to recognise the central place of the Church in God’s
plan of salvation. If only he hadn’t said the opposite
in his various interviews etc. It is the hallmark of the
modernist to be orthodox one minute and unorthodox
the next.  Check out column three for  SOME, but by
no stretch of the imagination all, of Pope Francis’s
contradictory statements which, whether by word or
deed, intentionally or unintentionally, undermine the
dogma  “outside the Catholic Church there is no
salvation” (see p.18 for more on this dogma).

Pope Francis quoted by a group of
Evangelical Protestants who met with
him at the Vatican, at his invitation
It’s fair to ask what kind of Catholic Church we as
Evangelicals want to see. At lunch I asked Pope
Francis what his heart was for evangelism. He
smiled, knowing what was behind my question and
comment was, “I’m not interested in converting
Evangelicals to Catholicism. I want people to find
Jesus in their own community. There are so many
doctrines we will never agree on. Let’s be about
showing the love of Jesus.” 1

Pope Francis’ reassurances to atheists
Pope Francis has once again had a sly dig at the
Catholic Church, condemning its narcissistic
“Vatican-centric view” of religion.
During a discussion with the atheist editor of La
Repubblica, an Italian newspaper.  Pope Francis
continued, “And I believe in God, not in a Catholic
God, there is no Catholic God, there is God and I
believe in Jesus Christ, his incarnation. Jesus is my
teacher and my pastor, but God, the Father, Abba,
is the light and the Creator. This is my Being. Do
you think we are very far apart?” 2

And…
Pope Francis wrote a long, open letter to the atheist
founder of La Repubblica newspaper, Eugenio
Scalfari, stating that non-believers would be forgiven
by God if they followed their consciences. Francis
wrote: “You ask me if the God of the Christians
forgives those who don’t believe and who don’t seek
the faith. I start by saying – and this is the
fundamental thing – that God’s mercy has no limits
if you go to him with a sincere and contrite heart.
The issue for those who do not believe in God is to
obey their conscience.3

Visit to Buddhist Temple in Sr Lanka
"The Pope listened with great respect" as the monks
were singing and praying…Francis listened intently
as the monks explained aspects of their religion in
a room where there was a statue of Buddha.4

Footnotes:
1 Dispatches from the Global Village: Lunch with the
Pope: Brian C Stiller, Global Ambassador, World
Evangelical Alliance, 9 July, 2014.
2 Inquisitr.com, 3/10/13 (and across the internet).
3 Widely reported in newspapers worldwide and online
4 Reuters: Pope emphasizes post-war healing in Sri Lanka
with rare Buddhist visit, 14/1/15

Father Brennan asks: "Why will the book
still report that 'Murphy-O'Connor
knowingly warned Bergoglio to "be
careful," that it was his turn now, and was
told: capisco, "I understand"?" Because
that is what the cardinal said to Bergoglio
before the conclave, and there was
nothing wrong with it: such light-hearted
yet pointed exchanges are normal in the
pre-conclave discussions.

These clarifications notwithstanding, I am
confident of the veracity of my account,
and have heard nothing that contradicts it
- although, as I say in the book, there is
still much we are still to learn about that
conclave.

To read Austen Ivereigh’s entire response to
Fr Brennan’s review, visit
http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2015/01/
07/4158763.htm

Pope Saint Pius X
On The Methods of Modernists…

“In their writings and addresses they seem not infrequently to advocate
now one doctrine, now another…hence in their books you find some
things which might well be expressed by a Catholic, but in the next
page you find other things which might have been dictated by a
rationalist. When they write history they make no mention of the divinity
of Christ, but when they are in the pulpit they profess it clearly…”

Pascendi Dominici Gregis,  Encyclical of Pope Pius X,
On the Doctrines of the Modernists,

                                                                                                                   8th September, 1907

The Cardinal electors shall further
abstain from any
form of pact,
agreement, promise
or other
commitment of any
kind which could
oblige them to give
or deny their vote to
a person or
persons. If this were in fact done, even
under oath, I decree that such a
commitment shall be null and void and
that no one shall be bound to observe it;
and I hereby impose the penalty of
excommunication latae sententiae upon
those who violate this prohibition. It is
not my intention however to forbid,
during the period in which the See is
vacant, the exchange of views
concerning the election.
(Pope John Paul II, Universi Dominici Gregis;
on the Vacancy of the Apostolic See and the
Election of the Roman Pontiff, # 81)

I remember the then nuncio in 1986 saying my
evidence against Fr Andy was 'anti-clerical nit
picking' when I called on him at his  Wimbledon
residence. Now it seems the polis are engaged in
the same activity! [Ed: ‘Polis’, Scotslang for ‘police’!]
In that face-to-face meeting with the then nuncio,
Luigi Barbarito, who subsequently told the National
Conference of Priests  that 'Fr Monaghan did not
need the Vatican's permission to broadcast', I had a
witness to what Barbarito said - a friend from
Dumbarton. The thing is I had sent the nuncio
comprehensive evidence on tape and transcript of
Andy's activities - but this was his response!
Footnote:
1Forth 2 radio presenter priest under investigation after two women
accuse him of lewd behaviour, Daily Record, 17/12/14

Edinburgh:
Canon Andrew Monaghan
Under Police Investigation

Continued from p.5…

http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2015/01/07/4158763.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2015/01/07/4158763.htm
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From the outset of the
Bergoglio papacy we
have noted that Francis

is at once unpredictable
and predictable. While
this assessment has

be en thoroughly vindicated,
perhaps we could add a slight rider: that
even the unpredictability — pertaining to
his behaviour — is itself predictable. Not to
say contrived and tiresome. Predictable
character flaws, however, are one thing.
The relentless predictability of a neo-Mod-
ernist outlook quite another.

And so it came to pass, with supreme pre-
dictability, that the very last word of our
June-July editorial was barely keyed in be-
fore Francis effectively dismissed its singu-
lar importance to the restoration of the
Church: that word was "excommunication,"
and the person who insisted on its centrality
to restoring freedom, justice, peace and
unity to the Body of Christ was no less than
Dietrich von Hildebrand; a brave and bril-
liant soul praised by popes (including Ben-
edict XVI) as one of the greatest
philosopher-theologians of the twentieth
century.

On 16 May, in a homily delivered at St
Martha's House, Francis waved away von
Hildebrand's "time-honoured" priority: the
anathematising of "all heretics" and their
alien ideas which threaten our Catholic faith
and identity. Instead, he stressed the devel-
opment of a personal relationship with Je-
sus through prayer, glossing over heresy
as a mere tendency to over-intellectualise;
to pursue "ideas" and become trapped in
them. "Heresies are this: trying to under-
stand with our minds and with only our
personal light who Jesus is," he said. "It’s
for this reason that heresies have existed
from the very beginning of the Church." For
Francis, the chief threat they pose, it
seems, is to obstruct "praying to Jesus."

Once again, false dichotomies fuelled his
pushing the subjective and pastoral at the
expense of the objective and dogmatic. In
this case the Holy Father set the intellectual
life against the spiritual life, effectively pos-
iting that legalistic eggheads are prone to
neglect their prayers; as if they can't walk
and chew gum at the same time. "Pray to
Jesus! By studying and praying we get a bit
closer…. But we’ll never know Jesus with-
out praying. Never! Never!" he exclaimed.
"You must realize that studying without
prayers is no use. We must pray to Jesus
to get to know him better ... the great theo-
logians did their theology while kneeling."

Well, yes, of course they did. And it is just
as obviously true that intellectual assent
alone is not enough to truly know Jesus. It

Glossing Over Heresy
Rod Pead

Extract from Christian Order Editorial,
August-September, 2014

is only right and proper for the pope to
recall these things. But as with his passing
mention of heresy, in doing so he over-
looks the ongoing intellectual corruption
that negates his exhortation to develop a
joyful personal relationship with Jesus
through prayer and works.

For starters, how can any post-conciliar
pope speak of heresy in terms of privately
pursued "ideas" that drive their proponents
"crazy," without reference to the synthesis
of all heretical "ideas" — the Modernism
which has disfigured catechesis and high-
er education and drummed the Faith out of
souls for nearly half a century? That infil-
tration of the Catholic fold not only ex-
plains the lack of prayerfulness and joy
which preoccupies Francis, it is basic to
explaining the ignorance of dogmatic
truths by which one attains the very knowl-
edge of Jesus, and so the consequent
desire to imitate Him as Francis urges. A
few words about that subversion of ortho-
dox "ideas," and the urgent need to root
out and expel Modernist moles, starting in
the Roman seminaries and institutions on
the papal doorstep, would have made
more sense.

personal correction":
What threatens the salvation of so many
souls today is the lax and even conflicting
approach toward Church dogma that
comes from their pastors, including — let
us be honest — the supreme pastor, Pope
Francis. In one of his frequent personal
phone calls, the Pope reportedly told a
woman in Argentina who had been denied
the Eucharist because she is living in a
false marriage with a divorced man that
nevertheless she could indeed receive
Communion and should simply go to an-
other parish to do so.
What are the doctrinal implications of such
shocking advice? It should be noted that
the Vatican press office, when questioned
about the phone call, did not deny it but
stated that whatever may be said in such
calls does not form part of the magisterial
teaching of the Church. This was not very
reassuring. Who’s being legalistic in this
instance?

With science fiction robots everywhere, we
can only repeat that the Holy Father's
understanding of the state of the Church
"does not compute." Somewhere in the
Bergoglian galaxy, far far away, "trying to
understand with our minds and with only
our personal light who Jesus is" may well
keep souls from "praying to Jesus," "cele-
brating Jesus through his Sacraments,"
and "imitating Jesus." In that distant uni-
verse the problem seems to be a kind of
intellectual excess. Meantime, the funda-
mental problem back on planet earth re-
mains intellectual regress: the total failure
to transmit Catholic dogma, whole and
entire. Consequently, deprived of the
means of knowing Christ, Catholic souls
have no reason to love and imitate Him by
living out His doctrines.

If only the Holy Father understood the
"ideas"-problem we face in the true "alien"
sense expounded by the saintly Fr John
Hardon. In "The Crisis of Faith" (CO, May
1997), the late Jesuit scholar and pastor of
souls explained the reasons for our crisis
and its precise nature. The following ex-
tracts reveal the chasm that separates a
clear, robust, dogmatic mind from a fuzzy,
insipid neo-Modernist one:
Why did such a crisis come about in the
first place? Surely no phenomenon is with-
out some explanation, and this one better
be explained. The explanation is not hard
to find. There is a crisis of faith in the
Catholic Church because there has been
an intrusion of alien ideas.
The moment we say this, however, we are
immediately confronted with the two
terms, "intrusion" and "alien ideas," for the
simple reason that those responsible for
the crisis will deny either that there has
been an intrusion or that the new ideas are
anything else except that they are "new,"
but they should not be called alien.
An idea is alien to any religion when it
openly contradicts what that religion
stands for. For example: the Catholic

What threatens the
salvation of so many
souls today is the lax
and even conflicting

approach toward
Church dogma that
comes from their

pastors, including the
supreme pastor,

Pope Francis.

As for the relative few inspired by the Holy
Spirit to engage in the battle of "ideas" —
who study in order to defend the purity of
Catholic doctrine — they are probably
more likely than others to be concerned
about their salvation. Hence more and not
less inclined to combine their studies with
constant prayers for light and guidance,
and reception of the Sacraments. The risk
of pharisaism among such dedicated souls
is surely minimal.
As the Fatima Centre commented, "It is
possible to become a legalist in matters of
dogma and to neglect one’s prayer life, but
this is hardly a widespread phenomenon in
our day.  One may be permitted to wonder
why the Pope should think it a problem of
such prominence that it requires his

Continued on p.15
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Church has always believed that God is all
perfect because He is infinite. There are
now writers, ostensibly Catholic, who say
the opposite, that God is finite and, in fact,
He needs us to reach whatever perfection
He will eventually attain.
The Catholic Church has always believed
that God became man in the Person of
Jesus Christ. There are now learned writ-
ers who deny this: they believe that Jesus
is somehow divine because God was close
to Him, but He is really only human, the
Man from Nazareth.
The Catholic Church has always believed
that Christian marriage is an indissoluble
union of one man and one woman until
death. There are now presumably Catholic
moralists who say that is part of the past.
From now on (they say) even sacramental
marriages can and should be dissolved
with the freedom to enter a second or a
third partnership after divorce.
The Catholic Church has always believed
that Jesus Christ practised the counsels of
chastity, poverty, and obedience, and
those who receive the grace are urged to
follow His example. But now there are os-
tensibly Catholic proponents of a new spir-
ituality that erases this whole tradition.
Instead of celibacy they propose meaning-
ful relationships with persons of the oppo-
site or same sex; instead of actual poverty
they would substitute a subjective concern
for the poor, and instead of obedience they
promote shared responsibility or group
consensus to replace authority.
But if these ideas are alien, in the sense of
foreign to the Catholic philosophy of life,
are they intrusions? Yes, they are on sev-
eral counts, as anyone who knows what is
taking place in the world can testify.
They are first of all an intrusion because
they are unjustified by the premises of au-
thentic Catholicism. A finite God is not an
infinite God; a merely human Jesus is not
the Son of God who became man for our
salvation; a sacramental priesthood is not
a merely functional ministry; an indissolu-
ble marriage is not a dissoluble marriage;
and a purely subjective poverty or nominal
celibacy or verbal obedience are not the
evangelical counsels that the Church has
declared were revealed to us in the life and
teaching of the Saviour.
Either the Catholic Church remains con-
stant in her fundamental articles of faith,
over the centuries or she is no longer the
Church founded by Christ.
No one who knows what the situation is,
doubts that the Catholic Church is going
through a veritable emergency of faith.
What is an emergency but a time for urgent
decisions, that is discriminating judgment?
What leaders of the Church need to do
today is not be shaken by the storm that is
raging all around them, but to hold on liter-
ally for dear life to what Christ has re-
vealed, to what has been defended for us
by the champions of orthodoxy like Athana-
sius, Augustine, Jerome and Gregory the
Great, lived out before us by saints and

Glossing Over Heresy - Continued from p.14
mystics like Benedict, Francis and Ignatius
Loyola, like Clare, Margaret Mary and Ter-
esa, like Elizabeth Seton and Thomas
More, and experienced by us in whatever
span of life we have so far lived.

There are seductive voices everywhere
and some are very erudite. They may also
claim numbers on their side. But no, the
numbers in favour of the true Faith and the
true Church are legion. They are all the
myriad souls since Christ ascended to His
Father who are now in the Church Trium-
phant. They are our intercessors before
the throne of God, as they are also our
consolation that we are not deceived. The
present crisis is really a challenge or, bet-
ter, a glorious opportunity to prove our
loyalty to Christ the
Truth so that one day
we may possess
Christ our Life who
told us not to fear, "I
have overcome the
world." So shall we,
with the help of His grace,
and the Church will be the better and
stronger for the experience of these critical
times.

I would like to offer an approach to evolution that
does not just oppose its arguments and hypotheses
but pulls the carpet from under the whole thing and
exposes it for what it is: a house of cards. Job is a
weapon that can achieve this, especially at the end
of the book.
If Darwin had really absorbed the lesson of Job,
there would have been no grossly presumptuous
‘Origin of Species’. He would not have dared to
conceive such an idea. There would, therefore, have
been no explanation for a universe without God to
underpin atheism and its terrible political offspring,
to say nothing of its effect on sacred theology.
Countless souls would have been saved and there
would have been much more peace in the world.
Only God and His angels actually saw species
originating, the author of Genesis being given special
insights.
The Book of Job marvellously exposes the limitations
of human intelligence and thus undercuts the
endless argumentation and hypothesising of what
might be called the ‘creative science’ of the
evolutionists.
In Job, his friends, reasonable men all, try to
persuade him that he has sinned in some manner to
offend God who has thus consequently visited these
apparently undeserved calamities upon him. He
must have done something wrong, they all say. But
Job insists that his record is unblemished, as indeed

it is, and that their stock answers, although well
presented, give him no comfort at all.
At last, at the end of the book, God appears to Job
and floors him with the question “Where were you
when I laid the foundations of the Earth?”(Job 38:4)
Such a question would not bother modern hard-core
evolutionists however; they would regard it as just
another ‘argument against’ or ‘difficulty’.
Then, in magnificent language, follow many other
searching questions at the end of which Job,
humbled and speechless, confesses that God knows
things “that above measure exceeded my
knowledge” (Job 42:3) and then “Therefore, I
reprehend myself, and do penance in dust and
ashes” (Job 42:6)
St Thomas Aquinas said something similar when, at
the end of his life, he described his brilliant
theological writings as ‘straw’ compared to what had
now been revealed to him. But ‘straw’ is not in the
vocabulary of today’s scientific establishment. Also,
I would hazard a guess that St Thomas’ luminous
intellect would outshine them all.  I have a pleasing
image in my mind of a professor of evolution at one
of our universities, say Head of the Creative Science
Department being confronted with a vision of God in
full power and glory and, if he escaped being melted
down within seconds, rendered dumb and trembling
and not able to whisper a word of his puny little
theory of how it all began. Probably, he would not go
so far as to call for dust and ashes, unfashionable
things these days and not usually on hand in modern
lecture halls.
There is no doubt that science, with its marvellous
tech-no-logical successes has taken the place of
God in most modern minds. It has explained so many
of life’s mysteries and it is the expectation that it will
eventually explain everything. Has it not unravelled
the creation process! But this false god has feet of
clay and in God’s good time its essential shallowness
will become apparent.
As Job discovered, God’s ways are beyond human
understanding, not just a little way beyond but
infinitely beyond. St Augustine’s dream of a little boy
trying to pour the ocean into his little hole in the sand
illustrates this perfectly.
[God] will not allow any mere scientist, let alone an
evolutionist, to penetrate into the ultimate mystery
of matter, let alone the greater mystery of the
creation of the universe. Only when Job and his
friends realized the pathetic limitations of their own
understanding, did they receive God’s blessing.
It is not so much a question of whether the theory
[of evolution]  is true or not, but whether anyone
should dare to present such a theory with such
confidence and arrogant assurance.  In the Creation
we are faced with colossal mystery far beyond any
possibility of human understanding. This should
inspire, not theorising, but awe. And this theorising
is taught in schools and universities worldwide today
as established fact when there is no real factual
evidence to support it at all. Where were you O
scientists when it all happened?

Book of Job &
Tech-NO-Logical

Progress…
Jim Allen

Jim Allen is a long time supporter of and contributor to
Catholic Truth. He lives in Torquay, England, where he
publishes regularly in the letters pages of the Catholic
press. Indeed, he submitted the above article to Catholic
Truth for publication because, he informed us (with
characteristic candour) ”no other editor seems to want it”
adding “if there is something wrong with my logic, I’d like
it pointed out to me.”  Nothing wrong with your logic, Jim,
but a course in Tact & Diplomacy might prove useful!

Reprinted here with kind permission. To read the
entire editorial in the August-September 2014
edition of Christian Order, visit CO website:
http://www.christianorder.com/editorials/edito
rials_2014/editorials_augsep14.html

http://www.christianorder.com/editorials/editorials_2014/editorials_augsep14.html
http://www.christianorder.com/editorials/editorials_2014/editorials_augsep14.html
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Leo on
UK: Free Speech and
Conscience RIP

From the Blog…

Well, if Austen Ivereigh’s revelations about the
conclave that elected Pope Francis are proven to be
true, then it could be that his election to the Papacy

is nullified by reason of canonical
irregularities. I’m not seeing the
general response to Ivereigh’s claims
concerning the secret workings of
Cardinals Cormac Murphy-O’Connor
and Walter Kasper (“Team

Bergoglio”) that I thought we might see across the
Internet, but its a very serious matter and it needs to
be investigated without delay. Or, if any Cardinal of
the Church is aware of forbidden canvassing,
punishable by Latae Sententiae excommunication for
those involved, then they need to come forward for
the good of the Church. Censures relating to those
who break the seal of secrecy on the conclave itself
could not be applied in the case of a prelate exposing
devious workings that are damaging the Church. So
if there’s truth in Ivereigh’s claim and others know
about it, they are obliged before God to state clearly
what went on.
As for Pope Francis himself, assuming he is the valid
Pope, as we must believe until the Church declares
otherwise, it is clear that he has set his sights on a
full application of the hidden time bombs of Vatican
II to the detriment of the Faith handed down,
completely the opposite of what his duty as Supreme
Pontiff requires of him. He is loved by the world
because he is of the world. Yes, his Papacy is the
greatest disaster the Church has ever known, and
that’s just a statement of fact. As to his culpability,
that again is for a Papal successor to weigh in the
future. We have to assume good will in him, despite
appearances to the contrary, and pray hard for him,
hoping that he knows not what he does! God have
mercy on this Pope and on the flock who are afflicted
by him. Our Lady of Fatima, pray for him and for us.

Athanasius on
Is Pope Francis Being
Deliberately
Provocative?

To sign up for our blog visit
http://catholictruthblog.com/ or, if
you require help,  email
editor@catholictruthscotland.com

“Put you on the armour of God, that you may be able
to stand against the deceits of the devil. For our
wrestling is not against flesh and blood; but against

principalities and power, against
the rulers of the world of this
darkness, against the spirits of
wickedness in the high places.
Therefore take unto you the
armour of God, that you may be

able to resist in the evil day, and to stand in all things
perfect.”- Ephesians 6: 11-13
May I add my total agreement to [the]remarks about
Bernie Smyth. Along with Mary Doogan and
Concepta Wood, she can rightly be described as a
mulier fortis, such as appears throughout the pages
of Sacred Scripture. I think those three women have
demonstrated exemplary Christian fortitude in the
fight against the satanic evils of abortion.
Bernie was back outside the death peddlers office in
Belfast yesterday, standing up for the unborn,
regardless of police cautions. As Spiritus and
Tommy have pointed out, she really does stand out
amongst Irish Pro-Life activists in understanding the
true nature of the battle, and frequently recalls the
words of Saint Paul’s letter to the Ephesians quoted
above. Others really need to follow her lead.
“Hence it follows that all public power must proceed
from God. For God alone is the true and supreme
lord of the world. Everything without exception must
be subject to Him, and must serve Him, so that
whosoever holds the right to govern, holds it from
one sole and single source, namely, God, the
Sovereign Ruler of all. ‘There is no power but from
God.’ (Rom. 13:1)”. – Pope Leo XIII, Immortale
Dei, 1885
All appeals to the basics of reason and natural law
about the unspeakable barbarity of abortion are
really water off a duck’s back in the case of the
minions of lucifer who are waging unrelenting war
against the unborn. I’m afraid, given the demonic
forces at work, that they are not going to be
persuaded of anything by happy, cuddly
photographs of mothers and babies. No, the battle
is spiritual. The enemy is demonically inspired.
Public prayer is absolutely essential. Not just private
prayer, which as is regularly pointed out here, is a
given duty. That lack of public prayer, with rare
notable exceptions, such as gatherings organised
by Bernie Smyth, is where things went seriously
wrong in Ireland last year. Only one Irish Bishop, as
far as I know, Bishop Seamus Freeman of Ossory
led a public procession of Prayer.
I’m happy to report one bit of Christmas good news
and evidence of the power of public Rosaries, the
long prayer to Saint Michael the Archangel, and
other prayers, and sacramentals. The Marie Stopes
baby bounty franchise in Dublin has recently closed
its doors. For the last four years or so, there has
been a prayer gathering for an hour and a half
outside its doors every Friday. As well as countless
Rosaries being said, accurate, truthful information

about the evil of abortion was distributed, along
with offers of genuine support to the women
targeted by the baby hunters. At least one hundred
babies were saved over the past three years.
Pro-life information was offered by a few other
steadfast souls at other times, but I have no doubt
that public prayer is what drove the agents of
death out.
The sad thing is that there were never more than
a couple of handfuls of people at these prayer
gatherings. And there would have been no such
prayer, if it wasn’t for one married couple who
decided to carry out a bit of Catholic Action.
The abortionists’ death dealing operation may
move premises to an off street bunker. Who
knows. Maybe the legal attack against Bernie
Smyth in Belfast is part of a strategy. One thing is
sure, all the people who drove past, or walked past
the doors of the MS baby butchers’ outpost in
Dublin, all those who muttered, and shouted, and
screeched predictable or unrepeatable insults and
those praying their Rosaries will have been given
one more lesson in the power of prayer. Every little
victory counts. We know how the war ends. We
have Our Lady’s guarantee.

What a horrible character Basil Loftus is; he is a
completely malign presence in the Church.

How curious it must be for any
non-Catholics looking-in, to
encounter his delirious writings. It
must be obvious to even them that
something is deeply amiss within the
Church.

I suppose in one sense we can take comfort: if
modernists, such as Loftus, continue to be so
acerbic and agitated even in old age then clearly
they are not satisfied with the destruction they have
achieved (even though it is significant). I sometimes
detect this with Francis and Kasper etc too, that they
feel they are in a race against their own death to
complete the sabotage of Christ’s Church. They will
not succeed, of course.
With the continued growth of the SSPX, and also
the advent of Summorum Pontificum, I have a strong
impression that these elderly clergy feel exactly the
same as the Protestants did at the time of the
Catholic re-establishment in the UK. That is, that are
enraged and full of bitterness to see that which they
hate refusing to die, in fact growing, despite their
best efforts to “stamp it out”.

Gabriel Syme on
Pope Should “Stamp
Out” Orkney
Redemptorists –
Aberdeen Priest

Crofterlady &
Vianney on
Canon Law & Jim
Murphy MP…
I am deeply shocked regarding Jim Murphy. I had no

idea he was pro-abortion and always
admired him. I will never vote for him
again and that’s for sure. But, I’m not
surprised at the actions of both
Archbishop Tartaglia and Bishop
Keenan as, like most prelates, they

seek popularity rather than the Kingdom of God.
If it is true that all three candidates for the Labour

leadership support a woman’s right to
abortion (Ed: it is true) then it’s not just
Jim Murphy people should be
complaining about because Neil
Findlay is also a Catholic.   [Ed: correct
- Archdiocese of  Edinburgh]

http://catholictruthblog.com/
mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
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News Round-Up What The Papers Say

Father Martin Dolan, who has been a
priest at Church of St Nicholas of Myra in
Francis Street in Dublin’s city centre for 15
years, opened up to his congregation at
the Saturday night Mass. He also confided
in his Sunday morning congregation.
Dolan is the only priest in the parish.
Calling on his Dublin city congregation to
support same sex marriage in the
upcoming Irish referendum, set for the end
May, Dolan said “I’m gay myself.”
A referendum on same sex marriage will
take place at the end of May 2015. Polls
consistently show that over 70 percent of
the Irish are in support of gay marriage.
The Irish government is promoting a “Yes”
vote for marriage equality. Ireland’s leader
Enda Kenny has said, “I support it and I
will canvass for it.”
Dolan’s statement at Mass on Saturday
was met by applause and a standing
ovation from his “proud” parishioners.
Speaking to the Irish Sun, community
youth worker Liz O’Connor said, “We are
all very proud of Fr Martin. Because he has
admitted that he is gay doesn’t change the
person that he was before he said it."
The admired priest is currently on a pre-
planned holiday and will return to his parish
soon.
A source within the Catholic Church told
the Sun, “It was very brave. He said he was
gay. That was it… no bones about it.”
(Dublin priest says he is gay during Mass –
receives standing ovation, Irish Central, 9/1/15)

Dublin Priest Tells
Congregation: “I’m
gay…” Receives
Standing Ovation…

Dublin: Priest’s
Orthodoxy Leads to
Protests… And
Sabbatical

Father Robert Mann (57) is a Sacred
Heart priest from the Diocese of Galloway
in Scotland, assigned to work in Dublin
where, one day in the Spring of 2014, he
prepared to offer Mass for primary school
pupils.
Sources close to Father Mann have ex-
plained to Catholic Truth that, tactfully,
Father reminded his congregation that if
they had missed Mass the previous Sun-
day without having had good cause, they
shouldn’t approach to receive Holy Com-
munion.
Immediately, a teacher marched the chil-
dren out of the Church.

She also telephoned parents and a protest
was organised. A radio station contacted
Father Mann, as did the Archdiocesan
authorities  in order to arrange a meeting.
Father was interviewed by a priest-
representative of the Archbishop of Dublin.
A nun was also present.
The outcome for Father Mann following his
announcement at Mass was markedly
different from the response to Father
Dolan’s announcement: not only was there
no standing ovation for Father Mann, but
when he was brought into the
archdiocesan office he was asked to more
or less defend his position - that is… not
receiving Communion if you hadn't
attended Mass the previous Sunday for no
good reason.
The Archbishop’s representative said they
were receiving pressure from the school
and parents regarding his position. They
wanted him to apologise and admit he was
wrong. He would not do this.  No ultimatum
was given, but his move back to Scotland
was achieved subtly by putting pressure
on his superior. Father Mann is back at the
Sacred Heart house in the Diocese of
Galloway, where he now offers the
traditional Latin Mass in a room, privately.

The Catholic Times has carried the usual nonsense
from Mgr Basil Loftus week in and week out since
our November edition but the headline in his column
in the 9th January edition read Why we should not be
so dogmatic about doctrine and that, really, says it
all, so we’ll skip quoting him this time around. Phew!
[I heard that, folks!]
Instead, we’ll quote a priest from the Diocese of
Leeds, Canon John Nunan, whose letter in the same
edition was full of praise of both Mgr Loftus and the
hapless editor, Kevin Flaherty. Canon Nunan (signed
as “Fr”) wrote:
Thanks for maintaining freedom of expression in the
Catholic Times.  I look forward to your paper each
week and in particular to Vatican Counsel by Mgr
Basil Loftus. While I do not necessarily always agree
with him, I find his articles informative and
stimulating. It is important that all viewpoints are
heard. [Fr] John Nunan, Wetherby, West
Yorkshire.
The irony of the whole thing is that none of us could
write in to contradict Canon Nunan if our lives
depended on it, because, far from allowing all
viewpoints, the editor of the (Anything But) Catholic
Times censors like there’s no tomorrow. Wearing my
“Editor of Catholic Truth” hat, therefore, I contacted
Fr Nunan online: he turned out to be ‘Canon’ Nunan.
I emailed him as follows:
Having read your letter in the Catholic Times, dated
9th January, I feel I must write to let you know that
the editor most certainly does NOT "maintain
freedom of expression in The Catholic Times."  It is
one of the most viciously censored newspapers out
there. In particular, the editor does not permit
criticism of the heretical Mgr Basil Loftus, and it is
very concerning indeed that any priest would find his
hate-filled (against everything that is truly Catholic)
articles "informative and stimulating."
The editor always publishes a rebuttal from the Mgr
alongside those very few letters of criticism that he
decides to publish (I've submitted loads and none
have been published and the same is true of many
others). That is both unjust and unprofessional. So,
allow me to correct your mistaken view that "all
viewpoints are heard." All of those who seek to
correct Mgr Loftus' errors/heresies, are either not
published or he's allowed to have the last word,
always but always, featuring his ad hominem attacks.
He even threatened one priest in England with legal
action for daring to allow criticism of his writings on
his blog.
He's about as anti-Catholic as you will ever meet -
hence his delight at the suppression of Catholic
Tradition by Pope Francis. So, Canon, by all means
write in to congratulate the editor for permitting the
"liberal" viewpoint, but by no stretch of the
imagination does he permit "all" viewpoints - no-one
who defends traditional Catholicism is published.
End of.

A Tale of Two Announcements

The Catechism distinguishes between
homosexual acts and homosexual tendencies.
Regarding acts, it teaches that Sacred
Scripture presents them as grave sins. The
Tradition has constantly considered them as
intrinsically immoral and contrary to the
natural law. Consequently, under no
circumstance can they be approved.....In the
light of such teaching, this Dicastery, in accord
with the Congregation for Divine Worship and
the Discipline of the Sacraments, believes it
necessary to state clearly that the Church…
cannot admit to the seminary or to holy orders
those who practise homosexuality, present
deep-seated homosexual tendencies or
support the so-called "gay culture".
Instruction Concerning the Criteria for the
Discernment of Vocations with regard to
Persons with Homosexual Tendencies in
view of their Admission to the Seminary
and to Holy Orders, Congregation for Catholic
Education, 2005.

Ireland Correspondent

The precept of the Church specifies the law
of the Lord… ‘On Sundays and other holy
days of obligation the faithful are bound to
participate in the Mass.’ [And] ‘…unless
excused for a serious reason (e.g. illness,
the care of infants) … those who deliberately
fail in this obligation commit a grave sin.’

Catechism of the Catholic Church # 2180-81
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Aunt Evangeline replies…
The reasons for the origin of the world’s
numerous religions is the fact that - to
paraphrase the words of St Augustine
-  God has made us for Himself and
our hearts are restless until they rest
in God. Throughout history -
including pre-written history -
human beings have tried to
make sense of their instinctive
belief in a world beyond this world. They knew that
there had to be something beyond the planet earth:
hence, archaeological discoveries reveal the
veneration of ancestors by ancient peoples (e.g. in
Egypt and Rome) who believed that their loved ones
lived on in the spirit world.  The existence of ancient
religions, mostly of obscure origin, such as Hinduism
and Buddhism, testify to the human search for God
- even if not always expressed as such explicitly. The
first “Buddha”, for example, who lived in northern
India in the the 5th century before Christ, left his wife
and son in order to search for “enlightenment”. We
would argue that there was a mis-match between his
praiseworthy desire for truth and self-improvement,
and his moral sense!
I say this because it is an essential attribute of God
that he cannot change. He cannot decide one minute
that the marriage commitment is for life and the next
that it’s OK to abandon spouse and family and go off
to live a religious life. This fact about the Buddha
alone, should cause us to conclude that Buddhism
is not from God: it doesn’t claim to be from God,
although it contains some of the hallmarks of religion.
Another Indian religion, Hinduism is thought to be
the oldest organised religion in the world, but, in fact,
it was made up of a number of different religious
traditions and philosophies which developed in India
over thousands of years. Hinduism does not have
any one founder, and its followers do not have to
accept any one idea or belief. It is really more to do
with Indian culture, not religious faith, and the Hindu
veneration for their three main gods - Brahma (the
creator),Vishnu (the sustainer), and Shiva (the
destroyer) - grew out of the culture. There is no claim
of divine revelation to any individual Hindu.

Faith &
Morality
Matters

Keep Calm
and Ask

Aunt
Evangeline

Kay, Glasgow, writes…
I find  the "Outside the Catholic Church there is no
Salvation... Hard to understand! What about the
innocent children  who died   never having been
taught the Catholic Faith? What about the non
Catholics who lives a very charitable and loving life
to all  and has done great deeds!  So  that means
that a Catholic who has lead a dreadful and sinful
life and at the last moment repents is a better person
that the these people who have never been taught
the faith. Hard to understand!
Aunt Evangeline replies…
Kay, God is perfect. He is utterly Just and so none
of the scenarios you paint are serious arguments
against the  revealed truth that “outside the Church
there is no salvation.” If you read my reply to Valerie
above, you may find that it helps to clarify the fact
that God prepared His creatures from the beginning
for salvation through His Church - His chosen means
of dispensing His saving graces.  We read in the
Catechism of the Catholic Church that “God created
the world for the sake of communion with His divine
life brought about through His Church [which is] the
goal of all things.” (CCC #760) This does not mean,
however, that people who are not visible members
of the Church are automatically damned. That’s not
what it means.
Vatican I Pope, Pius IX, said (on December 9th,
1854): We must hold as of the faith, that out of the
Apostolic Roman Church there is no salvation; that
she is the only ark of safety, and whosoever is not
in her perishes in the deluge; we must also, on the
other hand, recognize with certainty that those who
are invincible in ignorance of the true religion are not
guilty for this in the eyes of the Lord. And who would
presume to mark out the limits of this ignorance
according to the character and diversity of peoples,
countries, minds and the rest?
And in his encyclical Quanto conficiamur moerore -
On the Promotion of False Doctrines, 10 August,
1863 wrote: It is known to us and to you that those
who are in invincible ignorance of our most holy
religion, but who observe carefully the natural law,
and the precepts graven by God upon the hearts of
all men, and who being disposed to obey God lead
an honest and upright life, may, aided by the light of
divine grace, attain to eternal life; for God who sees
clearly, searches and knows the heart, the
disposition, the thoughts and intentions of each, in
His supreme mercy and goodness by no means
permits that anyone suffer eternal punishment, who
has not of his own free will fallen into sin.
I hope this clarifies the dogma for you, Kay. It’s not
about the sinful Catholic who finally repents on his
deathbed being better than someone who has never
been taught the Faith. It’s about God choosing to
provide His saving graces through the Church for all
who seek Him. We are bound to believe this  dogma
whether or not it appeals to our limited human minds,
because it has been revealed by God: those who
are saved, are saved through the Catholic Church,
not by any false religion or base optimism.

Islam is a more recent religion, established by a man
called Muhammed in the Arabian Peninsula, around
600 years after Christ. Although there is no claim that
Muhammed was divine (Muslims insist that he was
a specially chosen human being, but not a god or
divine in nature) he taught that the Archangel Gabriel
had appeared to tell him that God had appointed him,
Muhammed, to be his final messenger in a long line
of prophets (which included Jesus) and so this new
religion took root in Arab culture.
Again, we know that God cannot contradict Himself,
He is immutable, unchanging, so the searcher after
truth must consider whether it is possible for God to
send the Archangel Gabriel to the Virgin Mary in the
first century to ask her to become the Mother of the
Saviour, and for her Son, in turn, to establish
Christianity and instruct His followers to spread it to
every corner of the earth,  and then send the same
Archangel to a forty-something year old man some
six centuries later with a completely different
message, for the purpose of establishing a new
religion. Perhaps there is another explanation, as in
those cases where well-meaning Catholics  believe
they have seen a vision of Our Lady yet the Church
pronounces that they are mistaken.
In summary, humans can deduce the existence of
God just by looking at the world around us, we can
understand what we see around us as the work of a
Creator. The claim that science can explain the
origins of the world and human beings is manifestly
false. The proponents of the popular Big Bang
Theory, for example,  remain at a loss to explain in
any verifiable scientific detail, precisely how the world
sprang into existence.
Before the coming of Christ, then, God revealed
Himself to human beings largely through the use of
their human reason, and their innate sense of a spirit
life beyond this world. It was really through their  tribal
and national cultures that the ancient peoples almost
instinctively gathered to perform various rituals and
sacrifices to praise and appease the gods and
goddesses of their popular cultural myth.   Since God
cannot contradict Himself, He could not divinely
reveal to them any obligation to worship false gods.
However, although it is possible to know God with
certainty on the basis of his works, there is another
level  of knowledge about God which human beings
cannot possibly reach without divine help. God must
Himself reveal Himself to us, and, as part of His plan
of salvation, God chose to do
this through sending us His
Son, Jesus Christ, God made
man, and the Holy Spirit. No
other religion claims what
Christianity - that is, the
Catholic religion - uniquely
claims: that it is God’s only true
religion, the one sure path to
Heaven, the means which God
desires us to use in order to be
certain of pleasing Him and of
saving our souls from eternal
damnation, in order, instead, to spend eternity in
unimaginable happiness with Him in Heaven.  God’s
gradual revelation of Himself prior to the birth of
Christ, especially through the prophets and events
recorded in the Old Testament, was a preparation for
this final manifestation of God as our  loving and
merciful Saviour.
I hope this answers your daughter’s question about
non-Christian religions, Valerie, but if not, write to me
again.

The nature of the Catholic
faith is such that nothing can
be added to it, nothing taken
away. Either it is held in its
entirety or it is rejected totally.
This is the Catholic faith
which, unless a man believes
faithfully and firmly, he cannot
be saved.Pope Benedict XV

1914-22

Valerie, Australia, writes…
My daughter has asked me to explain the great
number of religions in the world, whose gods
obviously cannot all be true.  I googled “origins of
religions” but the internet sites seem to ascribe all
religions to psychological and anthropological effects
- as if all religions are just made up to explain the
mysterious aspects of human life in some way.  All
sites seem to invoke “evolution” and one even
claimed that primates - animals! - display religious
behaviour.  “They do exhibit some traits that would
have been necessary for the evolution of religion.
These traits include high intelligence, a capacity for
symbolic communication, a sense of social norms,
realization of 'self’ and a concept of continuity.”  I am
looking for answers that do not involve evolution, but
REAL reasons for the origin of the world's numerous
FALSE religions.  Can you help?
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New Guidance For Preachers…

 New Pastoral Care…

Just as well God’s not a Catholic…

Avoid Religion

New Papal Outfit…

I must apologise for mentioning God last week. I didn’t mean
to offend anyone. It just sort of slipped out but I knew I’d
provoked everyone when I saw the protest banners outside the
church, especially the one with “Mgr Loftus for PP!” I went
too far, I’m sorry. As Mrs Lily Looney said, start talking
about God and before you know it, you’re talking about sin
and giving everyone guilt complexes. She’s right, of course,
I don’t know what got into me, and I want to apologise. I hope
you forgive me… I honestly didn’t mean to be offensive. I
really can’t apologise enough…

Hi Father! Oops! Donald!

Any chance you could fit me
in for a body massage this
week, say Tuesday?

Cool!  That’s great!

I tried my own parish but
the priests there are
waiting till they can also
advertise the Yoga class and
the liturgical dance class
along with body massages.
They think customer choice
is important, I agree.  So,
can’t complain, really…

Roll on Tuesday!

Getting In Touch With The People…

How can I tell him I’m not
really keen on Tradition?

You just did! Give it a rest!

Father Luke Warme

Sri Lankan
Hindu priest
Kurakkal
Somasunda
ram, right,
presents a
shawl to
Pope
Francis
during an
inter-
religious
meeting in
Colombo, Sri
Lanka.
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Dear Reader ...
From the editor...

Pope Francis was reportedly taken aback when he
was elected pope by the conclave in March [2013].
He briefly thought about refusing but then accepted
his role. “When in the conclave they elected me
pope, I asked for some time alone before I accepted,”
he said in the interview. “I was overwhelmed by great
anxiety, then I closed my eyes and all thoughts,
including the possibility of refusing, went away.” 1

That’s a pity. Drum roll. That really is a pity.
The world is full of “Francis fans”. I’m not one of
them. On the contrary, I consider him to be the worst
ever pontiff in the history of the Church, which is
saying something, because we’ve been spoilt for
papal contenders worthy of that title in recent years.
I cannot even begin to understand those priests who
say (with a straight face) that they “haven’t made up
their mind yet” about him. I mean, what, exactly, are
they waiting for - a personal visit from St Paul who
warned: Even if an angel from Heaven preaches a
different gospel to you, don’t listen to him! 2

Some of us made up our minds about “Holy Father
Francis” the minute he appeared on the balcony,
minus the papal mozzetta, the cape worn over the
shoulders of a newly elected pope, because it’s at
least as much an important  symbol of papal authority
and sovereignty to Catholics as the saffron shawl  is
important to Hindus, who regard the colour saffron
as sacred. It’s interesting that Pope Francis willingly
accepted the Hindu shawl, symbolising fire and
purity, while eschewing the papal shawl symbolising
the authority and sovereignty of his own sacred
office.  Has to be a reason. Think about it.
His entirely unimpressive performance at his first
appearance on the Vatican balcony at the end of the
conclave which elected him, caused informed
Catholics to be, at least, cautious if not yet quite
ready to see the nearest psychiatrist. It struck me as
strange at the time that some priests who consider
themselves to be orthodox, if not traditional-leaning,
should harbour no concerns after witnessing the new
pontiff distance himself from his office, not only by
failing to wear the symbolic mozzetta but also by
emphasising that he is the new Bishop of Rome, not
pope, and asking the crowds to “bless” him before
he blessed them; that’s curious enough. However,
now, with a veritable rap sheet of Crimes against
Catholicism under his belt (or Hindu shawl), it’s
unbelievable that any priest would still claim “not to
know what to make of him”.  Anyone who doesn’t
know what to make of Pope Francis by now, simply
doesn’t know the Faith and hasn’t a clue about why
we have a pope in the first place.
Think about it: from the get-go this Pope has sought
to change things to suit what “liberal” (i.e. faithless)
commentators euphemistically term “his vision of the
Church” instead of promoting Christ’s vision of the
Church. Here’s a well known “liberal” Jesuit waxing
lyrical on the subject: “The most important
achievement of Pope Francis is that he has
rebranded Catholicism and the papacy... he has
appointed people who support his vision, including
a new secretary of state, a new prefect for the
Congregation for Clergy, a new secretary for the
Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and
Societies of Apostolic Life, new people in key
financial positions, and new members for the
Congregation for Bishops. In almost all these

appointments, Francis has replaced conservative
ideologues with pastoral moderates. He has also
brought in outsiders such as the Council of Cardinals
and management consulting firms to advise him.” 3

In short, he got rid of any cardinals likely to oppose
his “reforms”. They’re the “idealogues” while his pals,
the “liberals”, are the “pastoral moderates”, those
who, as we saw in The Synod: Part One, would
support his attempts to “rebrand” Catholic morality to
allow adulterers to receive Holy Communion and, as
reported by Catholic News Service, 5/3/14, even
“tolerate some types of non-marital civil unions as a
practical measure to guarantee property rights and
health care. He also said the church would not
change its teaching against artificial birth control but
should take care to apply it with "much mercy." For
which read “it’s your call… nobody’s going to bother.”
For those who think I’m exaggerating, I refer you to
his outrageous rebuke of the mother of seven
children, now expecting her eighth 4 when he should
have been praising her for her self-sacrifice and
wishing, aloud, (in the presence of his beloved
journalists) that we had many more like her. He was
very anxious to ask the world - in his patently false
humility - “who am I to judge (‘gays’)?”  Somebody
needs to tell him he had no right to (mis)judge that
expectant mother. Happily at least two mothers did -
we only have space for one source - see Footnote 4.
His New Testament Theology is just as bad as his
Moral Theology: get this for a piece of DIY Gospel-ism
to create a new, faithless, doubting Mary: “The
Mother of Jesus was the perfect icon of silence”, the
Pope pointed out… she did not say that which she
felt, in order to guard the mystery of her relationship
with her Son”, up until the most raw silence “at the
foot of the cross”. The Gospel does not tell us
anything: if she spoke a word or not… She was silent,
but in her heart, how many things told the Lord! ‘You,
that day, this and the other that we read, you had told
me that he would be great, you had told me that you
would have given him the throne of David, his
forefather, that he would have reigned forever and
now I see him there!’ Our Lady was human! And
perhaps she even had the desire to say: ‘Lies! I was
deceived!’ 5

He doesn’t get it, does he…that Our Lady was no
ordinary human being but one who was “full of grace”
and “blessed among women” (Luke 1:28). I’m sure that
greater minds than mine (and there’s bound to be at
least one) might even regard as blasphemous,  the
idea that Our Lady would desire to call God a liar.
As for his mocking of rosary bouquets 6 - Shocking.
All of the above, coupled with his crudities - e.g.
wanting to “give [financial scammers] a kick where
the sun doesn't shine” (CNN, 19/1/15) - rightly
infuriates faithful Catholics. The faithless love him.
So if you’re not angry by now with Pope Francis count
yourself among the “faithless”.  Don’t gimme “I can’t
make up my mind” about him. Not true. You like him
and his “re-branded Catholicism” - admit it.
Pray for Pope Francis with the kind of urgency that
an Air & Sea Rescue helicopter crew search for a
drowning man in the North Sea. Pass around this
copy of the newsletter to try to waken up the Catholics
around you. Soon, some drastic action may be
necessary. If the “Francis Effect” continues we may
have to organise a public prayer & protest event
outside the Vatican gates, so keep your passport and
rosary to hand and get ready to brandish our slogan:
je suis un Catholique attaché à la Tradition!

There shall be, among you, lying
teachers …bringing upon themselves
swift destruction. 2 Peter 2:1

Sri Lankan Hindu priest Kurakkal
Somasundaram, right, presents a shawl to Pope
Francis during an inter-religious meeting in
Colombo, Sri Lanka.

Just a thought…
Will the arch-enemy of Catholic Tradition and
massive fan of Pope Francis, Catholic Times
columnist Mgr Basil Loftus, ridicule the Pope for
his acceptance of Hindu costume, as he
mercilessly ridicules the “costume” worn by
priests offering the traditional Latin Mass?
Check out just about any one of his writings for
examples of his hatred of the old rite Mass,
although his rant of 7/11/14 springs to mind.
There, he refers to those in the Church who
resist the Pope’s “urging to renounce
pomp…[instead] cling to silver candlesticks
…prancing about the sanctuary in carnival
costume. Only a few weeks ago Francis had to
preach during his weekday Mass about those in
today’s Church who “seem like peacocks…”
(Mgr Basil Loftus: Vatican Counsel, Catholic Times,
7/11/14)

Let’s keep an eye on his column to see if he is
remotely as forthright about the Pope prancing
around in a Hindu shawl. Just don’t hold your
breath.

Footnotes:
1 Pope Francis: I believe in God, not in a Catholic God,
International Business Times, 23/1/15
2 (Galatians 1:8-9)
3 Thomas Reese SJ, Pope Francis after a year, National
Catholic Reporter, 14/3/14
4 “I met a woman some months ago in a parish who was
pregnant with her eighth child, who had had seven C-
sections. But does she want to leave the seven as orphans?
This is to tempt God. I speak of responsible paternity…
Each person with his pastor seeks how to carry out a
responsible parenthood. That example I mentioned shortly
before about that woman who was expecting her eighth child
and already had seven who were born with caesareans. That
is an irresponsibility. That woman might say 'no, I trust in
God.’ But, look, God gives you means to be responsible.”
Catherine Harmon: Someone is getting lost in all this talk
about Francis and rabbits, the Catholic World Report,
20/1/15 [Ed: this writer took the Pope to task for his
denunciation of this woman, asking who was he to
judge?]
5 20/12/13, Francis:“Let us seek the silence that guards
our relationship with God” Vatican Insider
6 “...When I was elected, I received a letter from one of
these [traditional] groups, and they said: "Your Holiness,
we offer you this spiritual treasure: 3,525 rosaries." Why
don't they say, 'we pray for you, we ask...', but this thing of
counting... And these groups return to practices and to
disciplines that I lived through - not you, because you are
not old - to disciplines, to things that in that moment took
place, but not now, they do not exist today...” Pope on
Traditional groups: "Pelagian current. It's like turning
back 60 years! They count rosaries... Please, don't
laugh.", Rorate Caeli website, 6/10/13


